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AbstratThis lientiate thesis presents a software arhiteture for indutive labeleddependeny parsing of unrestrited natural language text, whih ahievesa strit modularization of parsing algorithm, feature model and learningmethod suh that these parameters an be varied independently. The ar-hiteture is based on the theoretial framework of indutive dependenyparsing by Nivre (2006) and has been realized in MaltParser, a system thatsupports several parsing algorithms and learning methods, for whih om-plex feature models an be de�ned in a speial desription language. Speialattention is given in this thesis to learning methods based on support vetormahines (SVM).The implementation is validated in three sets of experiments using datafrom three languages (Chinese, English and Swedish). First, we hek if theimplementation realizes the underlying arhiteture. The experiments showthat the MaltParser system outperforms the baseline and satis�es the basionstraints of well-formedness. Furthermore, the experiments show that it ispossible to vary parsing algorithm, feature model and learning method inde-pendently. Seondly, we fous on the speial properties of the SVM interfae.It is possible to redue the learning and parsing time without sari�ing a-uray by dividing the training data into smaller sets, aording to the part-of-speeh of the next token in the urrent parser on�guration. Thirdly, thelast set of experiments present a broad empirial study that ompares SVMto memory-based learning (MBL) with �ve di�erent feature models, whereall ombinations have gone through parameter optimization for both learningmethods. The study shows that SVM outperforms MBL for more omplexand lexialized feature models with respet to parsing auray. There arealso indiations that SVM, with a splitting strategy, an ahieve faster pars-ing than MBL. The parsing auray ahieved is the highest reported forthe Swedish data set and very lose to the state of the art for Chinese andEnglish.Key-words: Dependeny Parsing, Support Vetor Mahines, Mahine Learn-ing.
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SammanfattningDenna lientiatavhandling presenterar en mjukvaruarkitektur för datadrivendependensparsning, dvs. för att automatiskt skapa en syntaktisk analys iform av dependensgrafer för meningar i texter på naturligt språk. Arkitektu-ren bygger på idén att man ska kunna variera parsningsalgoritm, särdrags-modell oh inlärningsmetod oberoende av varandra. Till grund för dennaarkitektur har vi använt det teoretiska ramverket för induktiv dependenspar-sning presenterat av Nivre (2006). Arkitekturen har realiserats i programva-ran MaltParser, där det är möjligt att de�niera komplexa särdragsmodeller iett speiellt beskrivningsspråk. I denna avhandling kommer vi att lägga extratyngd vid att beskriva hur vi har integrerat inlärningsmetoden supportvektor-maskiner (SVM).MaltParser valideras med tre experimentserier, där data från tre språkanvänds (kinesiska, engelska oh svenska). I den första experimentserien kon-trolleras om implementationen realiserar den underliggande arkitekturen.Experimenten visar att MaltParser utklassar en trivial metod för depen-densparsning (eng. baseline) oh de grundläggande kraven på välformadedependensgrafer uppfylls. Dessutom visar experimenten att det är möjligtatt variera parsningsalgoritm, särdragsmodell oh inlärningsmetod oberoen-de av varandra. Den andra experimentserien fokuserar på de speiella egen-skaperna för SVM-gränssnittet. Experimenten visar att det är möjligt attreduera inlärnings- oh parsningstiden utan att förlora i parsningskorrekt-het genom att dela upp träningsdata enligt ordklasstaggen för nästa ordi nuvarande parsningskon�guration. Den tredje oh sista experimentserienpresenterar en empirisk undersökning som jämför SVM med minnesbaseradinlärning (MBL). Studien använder sig av fem särdragsmodeller, där allakombinationer av språk, inlärningsmetod oh särdragsmodell har genomgåttomfattande parameteroptimering. Experimenten visar att SVM överträ�arMBL för mer komplexa oh lexikaliserade särdragsmodeller med avseende påparsningskorrekthet. Det �nns även vissa indikationer på att SVM, med enuppdelningsstrategi, kan parsa en text snabbare än MBL. För svenska kanvi rapportera den högsta parsningskorrektheten hittills oh för kinesiska ohengelska är resultaten nära de bästa som har rapporterats.
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Chapter 1IntrodutionSyntati parsing is an important omponent for many appliations of nat-ural language proessing. In this thesis, we regard parsing as the proess ofmapping sentenes in unrestrited natural language text to their syntatirepresentations. Furthermore, the program whih performs this proess isalled a syntati parser, or simply parser. The syntati struture is formal-ized with a syntati representation suh as phrase struture or dependenystruture. Parsing a sentene with phrase struture grammar or ontext-freegrammar reursively deomposes it into onstituents or phrases and in thatway a phrase struture tree is reated with relationships between words andphrases. By ontrast, with dependeny struture representations, the goalof parsing a sentene is to reate a dependeny graph onsisting of lexialnodes linked by binary relations alled dependenies. A dependeny relationonnets words with one word ating as head and the other as dependent. Inthis thesis, we will onentrate on parsing with dependeny representations.Data-driven methods in natural language proessing have been used inmany tasks in the past deade and syntati parsing is one of them. Statis-tial parsing is usually based on nondeterministi parsing tehniques in om-bination with generative probabilisti models that provide an n-best rankingof the set of andidate analyses derived by the parser (Collins 1997; Collins1999; Charniak 2000). Disriminative models an be used to enhane theseparsers by reranking the analyses output by the parser (Johnson et al. 1999;Collins and Du�y 2005; Charniak and Johnson 2005).Nondeterministi parsing has been the mainstream approah, but it hasalso been shown that deterministi parsing an be performed with fairlyhigh auray, espeially in dependeny-based parsing (Kudo and Matsumoto2000a; Yamada and Matsumoto 2003; Nivre et al. 2004; Isozaki et al. 2004;Cheng et al. 2005a), but also in onstituent-based parsing (Sagae and Lavie2005). The main idea is to guide the parser with a lassi�er trained on tree-bank data using a greedy parsing algorithm that approximates a globallyoptimal solution by making a series of loally optimal hoies. A determin-isti parser usually uses a form of history-based feature model (Blak et al.1
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Chapter 1. Introdution1992; Magerman 1995; Ratnaparkhi 1997) to reate a representation that alassi�er an use to predit the next parser state. This is also the approahassumed in this thesis.Availability of large syntatially annotated orpora, also known as tree-banks, is essential when onstruting data-driven parsers, but one of the po-tential advantages is that they an easily be ported to new languages. Aproblem is that many data-driven parsers are over�tted to a partiular lan-guage, usually English. For example, Corazza et al. (2004) report inreasederror rates of 15�18% when using two statistial parsers developed for Englishto parse Italian. We suggest that a data-driven parser need to be designedfor �exible reon�guration to inrease the portability to other languages. Auser should be able to experiment with several parsing algorithms, featuremodels and learning methods.1.1 Researh Problem and AimsThe main researh problem for the dotoral thesis is to study the in�uene ofdi�erent fators on auray and e�ieny of data-driven dependeny pars-ing. This study requires a broad evaluation of the parsing system, wherewe perform extensive feature seletion and parameter tuning to optimize thefeature models and lassi�ers for many languages and several parsing algo-rithms.For the lientiate thesis we will restrit the researh problem to the design,implementation and validation of an arhiteture for data-driven dependenyparsing of unrestrited natural language text. The validation an be seen asa pilot evaluation that will determine future diretions. However, we willalso obtain experimental results that have a diret bearing on the long-termresearh problems.We present a software arhiteture that should be able to handle di�erentparsing algorithms, feature models and learning methods, for both learningand parsing. When using the implementation of this arhiteture, the usershould be able to vary these parameters independently in a onvenient way.The hoie of parsing algorithm in�uenes how the syntati struturewill be built. In the learning phase this will a�et how the training datais generated and in the parsing phase whih strutures are permissible. Itshould be easy to add new parsing algorithms into the arhiteture, providedthat they ful�l ertain well-de�ned requirements.The linguisti knowledge of the language is important when de�ning thestruture of the feature model, in other words whih linguisti features shouldbe used to predit parsing ations. It should be easy to de�ne a new feature2
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1.1. Researh Problem and Aimsmodel without reprogramming the system. A feature model should be de�nedin an appropriate feature spei�ation language so that it an be loaded whenit is required.Given a set of training instanes, where eah instane is a �ngerprint ofthe urrent state of the parser, as spei�ed by the feature model, togetherwith the transition to the next parser state, the task of the learner is toindue a model at learning time. At parsing time, this model is then usedfor prediting the next parser state. This task an easily be formulated as alassi�ation task, where disriminative learning methods are well-suited.The arhiteture is based on the theoretial framework of indutive depen-deny parsing by Nivre (2006) and has been realized in a system alled Malt-Parser (Nivre et al. 2006), whih in the urrent version supports two parsingalgorithms, in several versions, and two learning methods (MBL and SVM),for whih omplex feature models an be de�ned in a speial desription lan-guage. The implementation of the MaltParser system has been joint worktogether with Joakim Nivre. MaltParser was �rst equipped with an interfaeto a memory-based learner alled TiMBL (Daelemans and Van den Bosh2005) and Nivre (2006) ontains an extensive evaluation of memory-baseddependeny parsing using the parsing algorithm de�ned in Nivre (2003). Inorder to validate the generality and �exibility of the arhiteture, we thereforehave to extend the parser with an interfae to another learner and implementan additional deterministi parsing algorithm. We have hosen to use SVM asthe learning method, beause it has been proven to give good results for simi-lar tasks (Kudo and Matsumoto 2000b; Yamada and Matsumoto 2003; Sagaeand Lavie 2005). For the parsing algorithm, we have hosen the inrementalalgorithm desribed in Covington (2001).Using this new implementation, we have performed three sets of experi-ments, designed to answer three essential questions:1. Validation of the implementation: Does MaltParser realize theunderlying arhiteture, so that it is possible to vary parsing algorithm,feature model and learning method independently?2. Investigation of the SVM interfae: How do the speial proper-ties of the SVM interfae a�et parsing auray and time e�ieny?How an learning and parsing e�ieny be improved without sari�ingauray?3. Comparison of MBL and SVM: Whih of the learning methods isbest suited for the task of indutive labeled dependeny parsing, takingboth parsing auray and time e�ieny into aount? 3
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Chapter 1. IntrodutionApart from answering these questions, we will try to identify future diretionsthat hopefully will be useful for the long-term researh problems.1.2 Outline of the ThesisIn this introdutory hapter, we have tried to outline the long-term researhproblem and the spei� aims of the lientiate thesis. The struture of theremaining hapters is as follows.Chapter 2, Indutive Dependeny ParsingChapter 2 reviews the bakground material for this thesis. We de�ne theproblem of parsing unrestrited natural language text and disuss di�erentalgorithms for dependeny parsing. Furthermore, data-driven parsing andespeially the history-based models are disussed. The hapter ontinueswith a desription of the two mahine learning methods used in the rest ofthe thesis: SVM and MBL. Finally, the hapter ends with a setion whihbrie�y presents related work.Chapter 3, MaltParserChapter 3 presents an arhiteture for parsing unrestrited natural languagetext with dependeny strutures. The arhiteture is desribed in detail withfous on the two main modules Parser and Guide. The MaltParser system isan implementation of the arhiteture and the hapter ends with a desriptionof this system.Chapter 4, ExperimentsChapter 4 starts with a presentation of the treebank data used for the ex-periments and an explanation of the evaluation riteria used to validate theimplementation of the proposed arhiteture. An investigation of the threequestions explained above is presented based on extensive experiments.Chapter 5, ConlusionChapter 5 ontains the main onlusions and a summary of the main resultsof the thesis. The hapter ends with a disussion of diretions for futureresearh.1.3 Division of LaborAs already stated, the design and implementation of MaltParser is joint workwith Joakim Nivre. More spei�ally, the work has been divided as follows:4
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1.3. Division of Labor
• The design of the arhiteture is joint work.
• The implementation of parsing algorithms, generi feature model han-dling and the memory-based learner is mainly the work of Joakim Nivre.
• The implementation of all other parts of the system, inluding the SVMlearner, is mainly the work of Johan Hall.

5
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Chapter 2BakgroundSyntati parsing is used in many appliations suh as mahine translation,information extration and question answering. Appliations dealing withunrestrited text need to handle all kinds of text, inluding grammatiallyorret text, ungrammatial text and foreign expressions. It is desirable thatsuh an appliation produes some kind of analysis. Of ourse, if the inputis �garbage�, it is most likely that the system will fail to reate an interestinganalysis, but the system should nevertheless make its best to produe ananalysis. If these appliations need a syntati parser, it also needs to be ableto handle unrestrited text, although we need to restrit the text to a ertainnatural language to be able to derive a meaningful syntati representation.Nivre (2006) introdues the notion of text parsing to haraterize this open-ended problem that an only be evaluated with respet to empirial samplesof a text language.1Our approah to text parsing is dependeny-based and data-driven. Thegoal of dependeny-based text parsing is to onstrut a dependeny graph foreah sentene in a text. Figure 2.1 shows an example of a dependeny graph,onneting the words in a Swedish sentene by binary relations labeled withdependeny types (grammatial funtions).Data-driven methods omply well with the fat that text parsing usesempirial samples of a text language. A realisti approah is then to usesome kind of supervised learning method that makes use of a treebank, whihonsists of syntatially annotated sentenes. A problem with this approahis that it restrits us to languages that have at least one treebank. In addition,these treebanks are often annotated with onstitueny-based representationsand therefore need to be onverted to dependeny-based representations.Given that we have a treebank for a spei� language our approah is toindue a parser model at learning time and use this parser model to parse sen-tenes. However, sine it is problemati to use the dependeny graph diretly1The term text language does not exlude spoken language, but emphasizes that it isa language that ourrs in real texts. In priniple, the notion applies also to utteranes inspoken dialogue. 7
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Chapter 2. Bakground
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Figure 2.1: Dependeny graph for Swedish sentene, onverted from Tal-bankento onstrut suh a model, we instead use a deterministi parsing algorithm tomap a dependeny graph to a transition sequene suh that this transition se-quene uniquely determines the dependeny graph. An individual transitionan be, for example, shifting a token onto a stak or adding an ar betweentwo tokens. The transition system in itself is normally nondeterministi andwe therefore need a mehanism that resolves this nondeterminism. We usea disriminative learning method, suh as SVM and MBL, to onstrut alassi�er. Moreover, we use history-based feature models to extrat vetorsof feature-value pairs from the urrent parser state as training material forthe lassi�er.In this hapter, we review the neessary bakground for the design andimplementation of MaltParser fousing on the framework of indutive depen-deny parsing proposed by Nivre (2006). Most of the notation used by Nivre(2006) is also used here, but in some ases the notation has to be extended.The rest of the hapter is strutured as follows. Setion 2.1 desribes the basirequirements on text parsing. Setion 2.2 presents the neessary de�nitionsof dependeny graphs. Setion 2.3 presents the parsing framework, inludingthe deterministi parsing algorithm, the history-based feature models anddisriminative learning methods. Related work is disussed in setion 2.4.2.1 Requirements on Text ParsingWe begin by de�ning a text as a sequene T = (x1, . . . , xn) of sentenes,where eah sentene xi = (w1, . . . , wm) is a sequene of tokens and a token8
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2.2. Dependeny Graphs
wj is a sequene of haraters, usually a word form. Given a text T , the taskof text parsing is to derive the orret analysis yi for every sentene xi ∈ T .We assume that the text T ontains sentenes of a text language L that in ourase is a natural language. This assumption entails that the text language isnot a formal language and that parsing does not entail reognition. Instead,we see text parsing as an empirial approximation problem. Therefore, thisapproah is not well-suited for grammar heking in a word-proessing ap-pliation, beause it will try to �nd an analysis also for an ungrammatialsentene.Given these de�nitions we an de�ne four basi requirements on a textparser (Nivre 2006):De�nition 2.1. A parser P should map a text T = (x1, . . . , xn) in language
L to well-formed syntati representations (y1, . . . , yn) in a way that satis�esthe following requirements:1. Robustness: P assigns at least one analysis yi to every sentene xi ∈

T .2. Disambiguation: P assigns at most one analysis yi to every sentene
xi ∈ T .3. Auray: P assigns the orret analysis yi to every sentene xi ∈ T .4. E�ieny: P proesses every sentene xi ∈ T in time and spae thatis polynomial in the length of xi.We want to reate a parser that uses a parsing strategy that assigns atleast one analysis for eah sentene (Robustness) and at most one anal-ysis (Disambiguation). The third requirement (Auray) is unrealistiin pratie, but we will use this as an evaluation riterion in the Chapter 4.In order to satisfy the fourth requirement, we will use deterministi parsingalgorithms with at most quadrati time omplexity and linear spae omplex-ity. We will use two parsing algorithms that have linear omplexity (Nivre'sar-eager and ar-standard algorithms) and one that has quadrati omplex-ity (Covington's algorithm). In the experiments, the E�ieny requirementwill be an evaluation riterion that measures the time it takes to parse a text.2.2 Dependeny GraphsDependeny parsing is based on syntati representations built from binaryrelations between tokens (or words) labeled with syntati funtions or de-pendeny types. We de�ne suh representations as dependeny graphs: 9
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Chapter 2. BakgroundDe�nition 2.2. Given a sentene x = (w1, . . . , wn) and a set R = {r0, r1, . . . rm}of dependeny types, a dependeny graph for a sentene x is a labeled diretedgraph G = (V, E, L), where:1. V = Zn+1 = {0, 1, 2, . . . , n}2. E ⊆ V × V3. L : E → RA dependeny graph onsists of a set V of nodes, where a node is a non-negative integer (inluding n). Every positive node has a orresponding tokenin the sentene x and we will use the term token node for these nodes (i.e., thetoken wi orresponds to the token node i). In addition, there is a speial rootnode 0, whih is the root of the dependeny graph and has no orrespondingtoken in the sentene x. Furthermore, the set V + denotes the set of tokennodes, i.e., V + = V − {0}. There is a pratial advantage in using positionindies instead of word forms to represent tokens (Maruyama 1990), whihallows the use of the arithmeti relation < to order the nodes, and ensuresthat every token has a unique node in the graph.An ar (i, j) ∈ E onnets two nodes i and j in the graph and represents adependeny relation where i is the head and j is the dependent. The notation
i → j will be used for the pair (i, j) ∈ E and i →∗ j for the re�exive andtransitive losure, i.e., i →∗ j if and only if there is a path of zero or morears onneting i to j. Finally, the funtion L labels every ar i→ j with adependeny type r ∈ R and an ar with a label r will be denoted i

r
→ j.To be able to onstrut a dependeny graph using a parsing algorithm,we usually have to de�ne some basi onstraints that a graph must satisfy.De�nition 2.3. A dependeny graph G is well-formed if and only if thefollowing onstraints hold:1. Root: The node 0 is a root, i.e., there is a node i suh that i→ 0.2. Connetedness: G is weakly onneted, i.e., for every node i there issome node j suh that i→ j or j → i.3. Single-Head: Eah node has at most one head, i.e., if i → j thenthere is no node k suh that k 6= i and k → j.4. Ayliity: G is ayli, i.e., if i→ j then not j →∗ i.5. Projetivity: G is projetive, i.e., if i→ j then i→∗ k, for every node

k suh that i < k < j or j < k < i.10
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2.3. Indutive Dependeny ParsingA speial root node makes it easier to omply with the seond onstraintConnetedness, sine it is always possible to hook up any node to the rootand in that way the graph will always be onneted. Furthermore, with aroot node we always know the entrane to the graph. The third onstraintSingle-Head (sometimes alled uniqueness) is ommonly assumed in depen-deny grammar, although Hudson (1984) allows multiple heads to aptureertain transformational phenomena, where a single token is onneted tomore than one position in the sentene. The fourth onstraint Ayliitytogether with �rst three onstraints entail that the graph is a rooted tree.These assumptions make it simpler to onstrut parsing algorithms that builddependeny trees automatially.The last onstraint Projetivity is more ontroversial and most depen-deny grammars allow non-projetive graphs, beause non-projetive repre-sentations are able to apture non-loal dependenies. There exists severaltreebanks that ontain non-projetive strutures suh as the Prague Depen-deny Treebank of Czeh (Haji£ et al. 2001) and the Danish DependenyTreebank (Kromann 2003). We will assume the onstraint Projetivityhere beause the parsing algorithms used in this thesis are limited to pro-jetive strutures and the treebanks used only ontain projetive strutures.Moreover, when dealing with non-projetive data, it is possible to proje-tivize the training data and reover non-projetive dependenies by applyingan inverse transformation after parsing in a post-proessing step (Nivre andNilsson 2005).Figure 2.1 shows a labeled projetive dependeny graph for a Swedishsentene, where eah word of the sentene is tagged with its part-of-speehand eah ar labeled with a dependeny type.22.3 Indutive Dependeny ParsingThe framework of indutive dependeny parsing, as haraterized by Nivre(2006), is based on three essential elements:1. Deterministi parsing algorithms for building dependeny graphs (Kudoand Matsumoto 2002; Yamada and Matsumoto 2003; Nivre 2003)2. History-based feature models for prediting the next transition fromone parser on�guration to another (Blak et al. 1992; Magerman 1995;Ratnaparkhi 1997; Collins 1999)2The dependeny types used in Figure 2.1 are desribed in setion 4.1.1. 11
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Chapter 2. Bakground3. Disriminative learning methods to map histories to transitions (Veen-stra and Daelemans 2000; Kudo and Matsumoto 2002; Yamada andMatsumoto 2003; Nivre et al. 2004)In this setion we will disuss these three elements. Setion 2.3.1 presents twodeterministi dependeny-based parsing algorithms. Setion 2.3.2 desribeshow history-based models an be used for prediting the next transition fromone parser on�guration to another. Finally, Setion 2.3.3 explains how wean use disriminative learning methods for induing a lassi�er that mapsparser on�gurations to transitions, inluding a brief desription of the twolearning method used in the experiments: SVM and MBL.2.3.1 Deterministi Dependeny ParsingMainstream approahes to data-driven text parsing are based on nondeter-ministi parsing tehniques, but the disambiguation an be performed deter-ministially, using a greedy parsing algorithm that approximates a globallyoptimal solution by making a sequene of loally optimal hoies (see setion2.4 for more details of related work in this area). The experiments in Chapter4 will use two parsing algorithms, alled Nivre's algorithm and Covington'salgorithm, and both algorithms ome in two versions. We begin by de�ningparser on�gurations that an be used by both algorithms, following Nivre(2006):De�nition 2.4. Given a set R = {r0, r1, . . . , rm} of dependeny types anda sentene x = (w1, . . . , wn), a parser on�guration for x is a quintuple
c = (σ, τ, υ, h, d), where:1. σ is a stak of partially proessed token nodes i (1 ≤ i ≤ j for some

j ≤ n).2. τ is a list of remaining input token nodes i (k ≤ i ≤ n for some k > j).3. υ is a stak of token nodes i ourring between the token on top of thestak σj and the next input token τk (j < i < k).4. h : V +
x → Vx is a head funtion from token nodes to nodes.5. d : V +
x → R is a label funtion from token nodes to dependeny types.6. For every token node i ∈ V +

x , d(i) = r0 only if h(i) = 0.The de�nition of a parser on�guration introdues three data strutures: astak σ, a list τ and a stak υ. The �rst two data strutures (the stak σ andthe list τ) are inluded in the de�nition of Nivre (2006). Here the de�nition12
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2.3. Indutive Dependeny Parsingis extended with a stak υ, whih we all the ontext stak and whih is usedby Covington's algorithm. In order to de�ne the parsing algorithms later inthis setion, we will represent all three data strutures as lists. To be able touse individual omponents in these lists, we will use j|τ to represent a list ofinput tokens with head j and tail τ , while σ|i and υ|i represent staks withthe top i and tail σ and υ. An empty stak/list is represented by ǫ.The symbols V +
x and Vx are used to indiate that V + and V are the nodesfor the sentene x. The head funtion h de�nes the partially built dependenygraph. For every token node i there is a syntati head h(i) = j. If the tokennode i is not yet attahed to a head, the speial root node h(i) = 0 is used.Finally, the label funtion d labels the partially built dependeny stru-ture, where every token node i is assigned a dependeny type rj using thelabel funtion d(i) = rj (d(i) = r0 is used for token nodes that are notyet attahed). We establish a onnetion between parser on�gurations anddependeny graphs in the following way (Nivre 2006):De�nition 2.5. A parser on�guration c = (σ, τ, υ, h, d) for x de�nes thedependeny graph Gc = (Vx, Ec, Lc), where:1. Ec = {(i, j) |h(j) = i}2. Lc = {((i, j), r) |h(j) = i, d(j) = r}For the funtions h and d, we will use the notation f [x 7→ y]; if f(x) = y′,then f [x 7→ y] = f − {(x, y′)} ∪ {(x, y)}.De�nition 2.6. A parser on�guration c for the sentene x = (w1, . . . , wn)is initial if and only if it has the form c = (ǫ, (1, . . . , n), ǫ, h0, d0), where:1. h0(i) = 0 for every i ∈ V +

x .2. d0(i) = r0 for every i ∈ V +
x .When the parser begins to parse a sentene, the two staks σ and υ are emptyand all the token nodes of the sentene are in the list τ . In the beginning, alltoken nodes are dependents of the speial root node 0 and labeled with thespeial label r0. The parser terminates the parsing of a sentene when thefollowing ondition is met:De�nition 2.7. A parser on�guration c for the sentene x = (w1, . . . , wn)is terminal if and only if it has the form c = (σ, ǫ, υ, h, d) (for arbitrary σ, υ,

h and d). 13
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Chapter 2. BakgroundThe parser proesses the input left-to-right and terminates whenever the listof input tokens is empty. The set C will denote all possible on�gurationsand Cn the set of non-terminal on�gurations, i.e., any on�guration c =
(σ, τ, υ, h, d) where τ 6= ǫ. A transition from a non-terminal on�guration toa new on�guration is a partial funtion t : Cn → C.We will de�ne a transition system for eah version of the algorithms, whihis nondeterministi. Hene, there will be more than one transition appliableto a given on�guration. An orale o : Cn → (Cn → C) is used to overomethis nondeterminism (Kay 2000). For eah nondeterministi hoie point theparsing algorithm will ask the orale to predit the next transition. In thissetion we will onsider the orale as a blak box, whih always knows theorret transition. In setion 2.3.2, we will see that we an approximate thisorale by induing a lassi�er.Nivre's algorithm. This parsing algorithm was �rst proposed for unla-beled dependeny parsing by Nivre (2003) and was extended to labeled de-pendeny parsing by Nivre et al. (2004). A sentene x = (w1, . . . , wn) isparsed by the algorithm Parse-Nivre in the following way:Parse-Nivre(x = (w1, . . . , wn))1 c← (ǫ, (1, . . . , n), ǫ, h0, d0)2 while c = (σ, τ, υ, h, d) is not terminal3 if σ = ǫ4 c← Shift(c)5 else6 c← [o(c)](c)7 G← (Vx, Ec, Lc)8 return GThe algorithm will perform the Shift transition if the stak is empty andotherwise let the orale o predit the next transition o(c) as long as the parserremains in a non-terminal on�guration c ∈ Cn. The Shift transition pushesthe next input token i onto the stak σ. When the terminal on�guration isreahed the dependeny graph is returned.The algorithm omes in two versions with two transition systems: anar-eager and an ar-standard version. The ar-eager version uses four tran-sitions, two of whih are parameterized by a dependeny type r ∈ R. Thetransition system updates the parser on�guration as follows (Nivre 2006):De�nition 2.8. For every r ∈ R, the following transitions are possible:1. Shift:

(σ, i|τ, ǫ, h, d)→ (σ|i, τ, ǫ, h, d)14
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2.3. Indutive Dependeny Parsing2. Redue:
(σ|i, τ, ǫ, h, d)→ (σ, τ, ǫ, h, d)if h(i) 6= 03. Right-Ar(r):
(σ|i, j|τ, ǫ, h, d)→ (σ|i|j, τ, ǫ, h[j 7→ i], d[j 7→ r])if h(j) = 04. Left-Ar(r):
(σ|i, j|τ, ǫ, h, d)→ (σ, j|τ, ǫ, h[i 7→ j], d[i 7→ r])if h(i) = 0The transition Shift (SH) shifts (pushes) the next input token i onto thestak σ. This is the orret ation when the head of the next word is posi-tioned to the right of the next word or the next word is a root. The transitionRedue (RE) redues (pops) the token i on top of the stak σ. It is impor-tant to ensure that the parser does not pop the top token if it has not beenassigned a head, sine it will otherwise be left unattahed.The Right-Ar transition (RA) adds an ar from the token i on top ofthe stak σ to the next input token j, i.e., i

r
→ j and involves pushing j ontothe stak. Finally, the transition Left-Ar (LA) adds an ar from the nextinput token j to the token i on top of the stak σ, i.e., j

r
→ i and involvespopping i from the stak. This transition is only allowed when the top token

i on the stak has previously reeived an ar to the speial root node 0. Wemake use of the assumption of projetivity beause we know that the toptoken i annot have any more left and right dependents and therefore it anbe popped.Nivre's ar-eager algorithm is guaranteed to terminate after at most 2ntransitions, given a sentene of length n (Nivre 2003). Furthermore, it alwaysprodues a dependeny graph that is ayli and projetive. The orrettransition sequene for the Swedish sentene shown in Figure 2.1 using Nivre'sar-eager algorithm is as follows: 15
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Chapter 2. Bakground (ǫ, (1, . . . , 6), ǫ, h0, d0)D SH→ ((1), (2, . . . , 6), ǫ, h0, d0)N LA(SUB)→ (ǫ, (2, . . . , 6), ǫ, h1 = h0[1 7→ 2], d1 = d0[1 7→ SUB])D SH→ ((2), (3, . . . , 6), ǫ, h1, d1)N RA(ADV)→ ((2, 3), (4, 5, 6), ǫ, h2 = h1[3 7→ 2],d2 = d1[3 7→ ADV])N RE→ ((2), (4, . . . , 6), ǫ, h2, d2)N RE(ADV)→ ((2, 4), (5, 6), ǫ, h3 = h2[4 7→ 2], d3 = d2[4 7→ ADV])N RA(PR)→ ((2, 4, 5), (6), ǫ, h4 = h3[5 7→ 4], d4 = d3[5 7→ PR])N RE→ ((2, 4), (6), ǫ, h4, d4)N RE→ ((2), (6), ǫ, h4, d4)N RA(IP)→ ((2, 6), ǫ, ǫ,h5 = h4[6 7→ 2], d5 = d4[6 7→ IP])The �rst row presents the initial parser on�guration with an empty stakand h0(i) = 0 and d0(i) = r0 for every node i ∈ V . The seond row showsthe parser on�guration after the shift transition has been exeuted. The leftolumn tells us if the transition is deterministi (D) or nondeterministi (N),in other words if the orale o is used or not. For example, the seond rowan only be a shift transition beause the stak is empty (D) and the thirdrow is a nondeterministi transition (N).The ar-standard version uses a strit bottom-up proessing as in tradi-tional shift-redue parsing. The algorithm by Kudo and Matsumoto (2002),Yamada and Matsumoto (2003) and Cheng et al. (2005a) uses the ar-standard strategy, but also allows multiple passes over the input.The ar-standard version uses a transition system similar to the ar-eagerversion, but has only three transitions Shift, Left-Ar and Right-Ar(no Redue). The �rst two transitions, Shift and Left-Ar, are appliedin exatly the same way as for the ar-eager version. The transition systemis de�ned as follows:1. Shift:
(σ, i|τ, ǫ, h, d)→ (σ|i, τ, ǫ, h, d)2. Right-Ar(r):
(σ|i, j|τ, ǫ, h, d)→ (σ, i|τ, ǫ, h[j 7→ i], d[j 7→ r])if h(j) = 03. Left-Ar(r):
(σ|i, j|τ, ǫ, h, d)→ (σ, j|τ, ǫ, h[i 7→ j], d[i 7→ r])if h(i) = 0Instead of pushing the next token j onto the stak σ, Right-Ar moves thetopmost token i on the stak bak to the list of remaining input tokens τ ,16
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2.3. Indutive Dependeny Parsingwhere it replaes the token j as the next token. The transition sequene forthe same sentene using Nivre's ar-standard algorithm:(ǫ, (1, . . . , 6), ǫ, h0, d0)D SH→ ((1), (2, . . . , 6), ǫ, h0, d0)N LA(SUB)→ (ǫ, (2, . . . , 6), ǫ,h1 = h0[1 7→ 2], d1 = d0[1 7→ SUB])D SH→ ((2), (3, . . . , 6), ǫ, h1, d1)N RA(ADV)→ (ǫ, (2, 4, . . . , 6), ǫ,h2 = h1[3 7→ 2], d2 = d1[3 7→ ADV])D SH→ ((2), (4, . . . , 6), ǫ, h2, d2)N SH→ ((2, 4), (5, . . . , 6), ǫ, h2, d2)N RA(PR)→ ((2), (4, 6), ǫ,h3 = h2[5 7→ 4], d3 = d2[5 7→ PR])N RA(ADV)→ (ǫ, (2, 6), ǫ,h4 = h3[4 7→ 2], d4 = d3[4 7→ ADV])D SH→ ((2), (6), ǫ, h4, d4)N RA(IP)→ (ǫ, (2), ǫ,h5 = h4[6 7→ 2], d5 = d4[6 7→ IP])D SH→ ((2), ǫ, ǫ, h5, d5)We an see that the transitions are performed in another order, for instanethe Right-Ar(PR) is exeuted before Right-Ar(ADV), ompared tothe ar-eager version.
Covington's algorithm. Covington (2001) proposes several inrementalparsing algorithms for dependeny parsing. Two of the algorithms are theprojetive algorithm and the exhaustive left-to-right searh algorithm. The�rst algorithm uses a headlist with words that do not yet have heads and awordlist with all words enountered so far. We will not use these two datastrutures; instead we will desribe these two algorithms by using the datastrutures de�ned by the parser on�guration: the staks σ and υ, and thelist τ . Atually, we will regard these two algorithms as one algorithm withtwo transition systems or as two versions of the same algorithm. We will allthe seond version the unrestrited, beause it allows dependeny graphs thatare non-projetive and yli. Both versions have quadrati omplexity, sinethey proeed by trying to link eah new token to eah preeding token. It isalso possible to de�ne other versions. For example, a version that onformsto the Ayliity requirement but allows non-projetive graphs, but this willnot be done in this thesis. The adapted version of Covington's algorithm isdesribed as follows: 17
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Chapter 2. BakgroundParse-Covington(x = (w1, . . . , wn))1 c← (ǫ, (1, . . . , n), ǫ, h0, d0)2 while c = (σ, τ, υ, h, d) is not terminal3 Done← false4 while σ 6= ǫ and ¬Done5 c← [o(c)](c)6 while υ 6= ǫ7 Push(Pop(υ), σ)8 Push(First(τ), σ)9 G← (Vx, Ec, Lc)10 return GThe algorithm begins by initializing the on�guration with two empty staksand all token nodes in the list τ , in the same way as Nivre's algorithm. Aslong as the parser remains in a non-terminal on�guration, it will �rst iterateas long as the stak σ is not empty or the �ag Done is false. The Done�ag is only used by the projetive version to indiate that it an proeedto the next token without an empty stak. Before it an proeed with thenext input token, the algorithm must move bak all unattahed tokens inthe ontext stak υ to the stak σ. The Push funtion pushes a token ontoa stak and the Pop funtion pops a token from a stak. Finally, the nextinput token is pushed onto the stak σ, using the funtion First to retrievethe �rst token in a list.The unrestrited version uses three transitions and these are de�ned inthe following way:1. Redue:
(σ|i, τ, υ, h, d)→ (σ, τ, υ|i, h, d)2. Right-Ar(r):
(σ|i, j|τ, υ, h, d)→ (σ, j|τ, υ|i, h[j 7→ i], d[j 7→ r])3. Left-Ar(r):
(σ|i, j|τ, υ, h, d)→ (σ, j|τ, υ|i, h[i 7→ j], d[i 7→ r])All three transitions move the top token of the stak σ to the stak υ. TheRight-Ar and Left-Ar transitions in addition add an ar i

r
→ j or anar j

r
→ i, respetively.The projetive version makes use of the fat that it should build a proje-tive graph, whih allows the algorithm to ontinue with the next input token18
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2.3. Indutive Dependeny Parsingwithout exploring all ombinations that ould make the graph non-projetive.The transition system is rede�ned as follows:1. Redue:
(σ|i, j|τ, υ, h, d)→ (σ, j|τ, υ|i, h, d) Done← true2. Right-Ar(r):
(σ|i, j|τ, υ, h, d)→ (σ, j|τ, υ|i, h[j 7→ i], d[j 7→ r]) Done← trueif h(j) = 03. Left-Ar(r):
(σ|i, j|τ, υ, h, d)→ (σ, j|τ, υ, h[i 7→ j], d[i 7→ r])if h(i) = 0The Redue transition is exatly the same as for the unrestrited versionexept that it sets the Done �ag to true, in order to indiate that all theremaining tokens in stak σ annot be linked to the token j, sine this wouldprodue a non-projetive graph. The Right-Ar transition makes use ofthe fat that the ar i

r
→ j overs the tokens between the top token and thenext token; to prevent that the graph beomes non-projetive the top token

i of stak σ is popped and then pushed onto the ontext stak υ and the�ag Done is assigned the value true, for the same reason as in the Reduetransition. The Left-Ar transition adds an ar j
r
→ i; beause i annot belinked to another token it is popped from the stak σ.2.3.2 History-Based ModelsIn setion 2.3.1 we de�ned a set C of possible parser on�gurations and foreah version of the parsing algorithm we de�ned a transition system is non-deterministi. Furthermore, we introdued an orale o : Cn → (Cn → C),whih the parsing algorithm uses to get the orret transition. If it is possi-ble to derive the orret transitions from syntatially annotated sentenes,we an use these as training data to approximate suh an orale throughindutive learning. In other words, we de�ne a one-to-one mapping froman input string x and a dependeny graph G to a sequene of transitions

S = (t1, . . . , tm) suh that S uniquely determines G. A transition ti isdependent on all previously made transitions (t1, . . . , ti−1) and all avail-able information about these transitions, alled the history. The history
Hi = (t1, . . . , ti−1) orresponds to some partially built struture and we alsoinlude stati properties that are kept onstant during the parsing of a sen-tene, suh as word form and part-of-speeh of a token. 19
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Chapter 2. BakgroundThe basi idea is thus to train a lassi�er that approximates an oralegiven that a treebank is available. We will all the approximated orale aguide (Boullier 2003), beause the guide does not guarantee that the transi-tion is orret. The history Hi = (t1, . . . , ti−1) ontains omplete informationabout all previous transitions. All this information is intratable for traininga lassi�er. Instead we an use history-based feature models for preditingthe next transition. History-based feature models were �rst introdued byBlak et al. (1992) and have been used extensively in data-driven parsing(Magerman 1995; Ratnaparkhi 1997; Collins 1999). To make it tratablethe history Hi is replaed by a feature vetor de�ned by a feature model
Φ = (φ1, . . . , φp), where eah feature φi is a funtion that identi�es somesigni�ant property of the history Hi and/or the input string x. To simplifynotation we will write Φ(Hi, x) to denote the appliation of the feature vetor
(φ1, . . . , φp) to Hi and x, i.e., Φ(Hi, x) = (φ1(Hi, x), . . . , φp(Hi, x)).At learning time the parser derives the orret transition by using anorale funtion o applied to gold standard treebank. For eah transition itprovides the learner with a training instane Φ((Hi, x), ti), where Φ(Hi, x) isa urrent vetor of feature values and ti is the orret transition. A set oftraining instanes I is then used by the learner to indue a parser model, byusing a supervised learning method.At parsing time the parser uses the parser model, as a guide, to preditthe next transition and now the vetor of feature values Φ(Hi, x) is the inputand the transition ti is the output of the guide. Setion 2.3.3 desribes howwe an train a lassi�er that makes this predition.2.3.3 Disriminative Learning MethodsThe learning problem is to indue a lassi�er from a set of training instanes
I relative to a spei� feature model Φ by using a learning algorithm. Inthis setion, we will desribe two disriminative learning methods, SVM andMBL, that an be used for this lassi�ation task.In general, lassi�ation is the task of prediting the lass y given a vari-able x, whih an be aomplished by probabilisti methods and it is ommonto divide these methods into two lasses: generative and disriminative. Forgenerative methods, we use the Bayes rule to obtain P (y |x) by estimatingthe joint distribution P (x, y). By ontrast, disriminative methods make noattempt to model underlying distributions and instead estimate P (y |x) di-retly. We will use two disriminative methods for the learning task: SVMand MBL.Support Vetor Mahines. In the last deade, there has been a grow-ing interest in Support Vetor Mahines (SVM), whih were proposed by20
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2.3. Indutive Dependeny ParsingVladimir Vapnik at the end of the seventies (Vapnik 1979). SVM is based onthe idea that two linearly separable lasses, the positive and negative samplesin the training data, an be separated by a hyperplane with the largest mar-gin. It has been shown that SVMs give good generalization performane invarious researh areas, suh as fae detetion (Osuna et al. 1997) and pedes-trian detetion (Oren et al. 1997). Within natural language proessing theyhave been used extensively in, for example, text ategorization (Joahims1998), hunking (Kudo and Matsumoto 2001) and syntati parsing (Yamadaand Matsumoto 2003).Given a data set of ℓ instane-label pairs I = {(−→xi , yi)}
ℓ
i=1, where xi ∈ R

Nand yi ∈ {−1, 1}, xi is a feature vetor of the i-th sample, whih is representedby an n dimensional vetor −→xi = (f1, . . . , fn), and yi is the lass label of the
i-th sample whih belongs to either the positive (+1) or the negative (−1)lass. The feature vetor −→xi will in our ase be the feature vetor de�ned by
Φ(Hi, x) and the lass label yi will be the transition ti, but we need a methodthat handles multiple lass labels (more about that later in this setion). Theidea is to estimate a vetor −→w and a salar b, whih maximize the distaneof any data point from the hyperplane de�ned by −→w · −→x + b. The goal ofthe SVM is to �nd the solution of the following optimization (Kudo andMatsumoto 2000a; Burges 1998):Minimize: L(w) = 1

2
‖ −→w ‖2Subjet to: yi(

−→w · −→xi + b) ≥ 1∀i = 1, . . . , ℓ
(2.1)

Figure 2.2: A linear Support Vetor MahineIn other words, the SVM method tries to �nd the hyperplane that sepa-rates the training data into two lasses with the largest margin. Figure 2.2illustrates two possible hyperplanes, whih orretly separate the trainingdata into two lasses, and the left hyperplane has the largest margin betweenthe two lasses. 21
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Chapter 2. BakgroundThe data in Figure 2.2 are easy to separate into two lasses, but in pratiethe data may be noisy and therefore not linearly separable. One solution isto allowing some mislassi�ations by introduing a penalty parameter C,whih de�nes the trade o� between the training error and the magnitude ofthe margin.SVM an be extended to solve problems that are not linearly separable.The feature vetor xi is mapped to a higher dimensional spae by the fun-tion φ, whih makes it possible to arry out non-linear lassi�ation. Theoptimization problem an be rewritten into a dual form, whih is done witha so alled Kernel funtion K(xi, xj) ≡ φ(xi)
T φ(xj) (Kudo and Matsumoto2001; Vapnik 1998). There are many kernel funtions, but the most ommonare:

• polynomial: K(xi, xj) = (γxT
i xj + r)d, γ > 0.

• radial basis funtion (RBF): K(xi, xj) = exp(−γ ‖ xi − xj ‖
2), γ > 0.

• sigmoid: K(xi, xj) = tanh(γxT
i xj + r).where γ, r and d denote di�erent kernel parameters (Hsu et al. 2004).SVM is in its basi form a binary lassi�er, but many learning prob-lems have to deal with more than two lasses. To make SVM handle multi-lassi�ation, many binary lassi�ers are used. For multi-lass lassi�ation,we an hoose between the methods one-against-all and all-against-all. Giventhat we have n lasses, the one-against-all method trains n lassi�ers to sepa-rate eah lass from the rest and the all-against-all method trains n(n− 1)/2lassi�ers, one for eah pair of lasses (Vural and Dy 2004). A voting meha-nism or some other measure is used to disriminate aross all these lassi�ersto lassify a new instane.Memory-Based Learning. Memory-based learning (MBL) and lassi�-ation is based on the assumption that a ognitive learning task to a highdegree depends on diret experiene and memory, rather than extration ofan abstrat representation. MBL has been used for many language learningtasks, suh as part-of-speeh tagging (Cardie 1993; Daelemans et al. 1996),semanti role labeling (Van den Bosh et al. 2004; Kouhnir 2004) and syn-tati parsing (Nivre et al. 2004).MBL is a lazy method and is based on two fundamental priniples: learn-ing is storing experienes in memory, and solving a new problem is ahievedby reusing solutions from previously solved problems that are similar to thenew problem. The idea during training for MBL is to ollet the valuesof di�erent features from the training data together with the orret lass22
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2.4. Related Work(Daelemans and Van den Bosh 2005). MBL generalizes by applying a sim-ilarity metri without abstrating or eliminating low-frequeny events. Thissimilarity metri an be seen as an impliit smoothing mehanism for rareevents. Daelemans and olleagues have shown that it may be harmful toeliminate rare events in the training data for language learning tasks (Daele-mans et al. 2002), beause it is very di�ult to disriminate noise from validexeptions.The n feature-values are mapped into an n-dimensional spae, where eahfeature vetor from the training data with its orresponding lass is a point inthis spae. The task at deision time is to �nd the nearest neighbor(s) in this
n-dimensional spae and return a ategory based on the k nearest neighbor(s).The way this searh is performed an be varied in many di�erent ways.The Overlap metri is one of the most basi metris and uses the distane
∆(X, Y ) between two patterns X and Y , whih are represented as n features:

∆(X, Y ) =

n∑

i=1

wiδ(xi, yi) (2.2)where wi is a weight for feature i, and the funtion δ(xi, yi) is the distane perfeature and will be 0 if xi = yi, otherwise 1. The weight wi an be alulatedby a variety of methods, e.g. Information Gain (IG), whih measures eahfeature's ontribution to our knowledge with respet to the target lass.A variation of the Overlap metris is the more sophistiated Modi�edValue Di�erene Metri (MVDM), introdued by Cost and Salzberg (1993),whih estimates the distane between two values of a feature by onsideringtheir oourrene with the target lasses. However, this metri is moresensitive to sparse data.2.4 Related WorkDuring the last deades, there has been a great interest in data-driven meth-ods for various natural language proessing tasks. Data-driven approahes tosyntati parsing were �rst developed during the 90s for onstitueny-basedrepresentations. The standard approahes are based on nondeterministiparsing tehniques, usually involving some kind of dynami programming,in ombination with generative probabilisti models that provide an n-bestranking of the set of andidate analyses derived by the parser. The mostwell-known parsers based on these tehniques are the parser of Collins (1997,1999) and the parser of Charniak (2000). Disriminative learning methodshave been used to enhane these parsers by reranking the analyses output23
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Chapter 2. Bakgroundby the parser (Johnson et al. 1999; Collins and Du�y 2005; Charniak andJohnson 2005).Dependeny-based data-driven parsing was �rst introdued by Eisner(1996), who used a probabilisti parser to assign both part-of-speeh tags andan unlabeled (bare-bone) dependeny struture simultaneously. The parserof Eisner was evaluated on the Wall Street Journal setion of the Penn tree-bank and the study showed that a generative model performs signi�antlybetter than other models based on, for example, lexial a�nity and sensetagging. In later work, Eisner enhaned his approah by de�ning the notionof bilexial grammar (Eisner 1999). More reently, MDonald et al. (2005)have ome up with an alternative approah to dependeny parsing, whihuses a modi�ed version of the Eisner's algorithm (Eisner 1999) and an onlinelarge-margin learning algorithm. This methodology has been shown to givestate-of-the-art performane without any language spei� enhanements forboth English and Czeh.Collins's parser has been adapted to handle dependeny-based struturesand the evaluation shows that on the Wall Street Journal data (English)it gives an unlabeled dependeny auray of 91% and for Czeh, whih isa highly in�eted language with relatively free word order, it ahieves anauray of 82% (Collins et al. 1999).Another shool proposes that dependeny parsing an be performed de-terministially, guided by a lassi�er trained on gold standard derivationsfrom a treebank (the tehnique used in this thesis). It was �rst used forunlabeled dependeny parsing by Kudo and Matsumoto (2000a, 2002) (forJapanese) and Yamada and Matsumoto (2003) (for English) using SVM. Theparsing algorithm uses a variation of shift-redue parsing with three possibleparse ations: Shift, Right and Left. The two latter parse ations adda dependeny relation between two target nodes, whih are two neighboringtokens. The parse ation Shift moves the fous to the right in the inputstring, whih results in two new target nodes. The worst-ase time omplex-ity of this approah is O(n2), but the worst-ase rarely ours in pratie.Cheng et al. (2005a) have reently used this methodology to parse Chinesewith state-of-the-art performane.The deterministi dependeny parsing was extended to handle labeleddependeny strutures by Nivre et al. (2004) (for Swedish) and Nivre andSholz (2004) (for English). Sagae and Lavie (2005) have investigated adeterministi approah with good results based on lexialized phrase stru-ture. The parsing framework of Yamada and Matsumoto is very similar tothe Nivre's ar-standard version (see setion 2.3.1, but the di�erene is thatNivre's approah onstruts labeled dependeny graphs and Yamada andMatsumoto allows multiple passes over the input.24
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Chapter 3MaltParserThis hapter desribes a dependeny parser alled MaltParser (Nivre et al.2006) and its underlying arhiteture. The theoretial bakground of thisparser is the framework of indutive dependeny parsing introdued by Nivre(2006) and brie�y desribed in setion 2.3 with some extensions. The devel-opment of MaltParser has been joint work with espeially Joakim Nivre,but also Jens Nilsson. Version 0.4 of MaltParser is the version desribed inthis thesis. The hapter is divided into two setions. Setion 3.1 explainsthe underlying arhiteture and setion 3.2 desribes the implementation ofMaltParser version 0.4 in more detail.3.1 ArhitetureWe propose an arhiteture for labeled dependeny parsing with a stritmodularization of parsing algorithms, feature models and learning meth-ods, thereby giving maximum �exibility in the way these omponents anbe varied independently of eah other. The arhiteture an be seen as adata-driven parser-generator framework given that a treebank is available.Whereas a traditional parser-generator maps a grammar to a parser, a data-driven parser-generator maps a treebank to a parser. With di�erent settingsfor parsing algorithms, feature models and learners the parser-generator willonstrut di�erent parsers. The idea is to give the user the �exibility to ex-periment with the omponents in a more onvenient way, although there arestill dependenies between omponents, in the sense that not all ombinationswill perform well with respet to auray and e�ieny.The design of the arhiteture deals also with the fat that the parser anbe exeuted in two di�erent phases: the learning phase and the parsing phase.In the learning phase, the system uses a treebank to learn a model; in theparsing phase, it takes a previously learnt model and uses this to parse newand unseen data. Although these two tasks have a di�erent struture, theyoften involve similar or even idential subproblems. For instane, learningnormally requires the onstrution of a gold standard parse derivation in25
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Chapter 3. MaltParser
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1 ... m L1 ... LFigure 3.1: Arhitetureorder to estimate the parameters of a model, whih is exatly the same kindof derivation that is onstruted during parsing. One advantage of �ndingjoint subproblems for the two phases is that we an reuse omponents arossphases.The arhiteture onsists of two main omponents:1. Parser: The Parser derives the dependeny graph G for a sentene
x (during both learning and parsing) using a deterministi parsing al-gorithm. The parser omponent ontains subomponents P1, . . . , Pm,where eah subomponent de�nes a parsing algorithm.2. Guide: The Guide extrats feature vetors from the urrent state ofthe system (aording to the spei�ed model) and passes data betweena learner and the parser. A learner is responsible for induing a modelat learning time and for using this model to guide the parser to makedeisions at all nondeterministi hoie points during the parsing phase.The guide omponent an use several learners L1, . . . , Ln. Usually alearner is an interfae to a software pakage that implements a mahinelearning algorithm.Figure 3.1 illustrates the arhiteture. In addition to the two main om-ponents, with their subomponents, the framework inludes input/outputomponents and an overall ontrol struture. These omponents are respon-sible for reading a text T = (x1, . . . , xn) and invoking the Parser omponentfor eah sentene xi ∈ S. When the Parser has onstruted the dependenygraph G, the dependeny graph should be output in a suitable format. Se-tions 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 desribe the main omponents in more detail.26
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3.1. Arhiteture3.1.1 ParserThe Parser is responsible for the derivation of a well-formed dependenygraph G for a sentene x = w1, . . . , wn, given a set R = {r0, r1, . . . , rm} ofdependeny types (where r0 is a speial symbol for dependents of the root),as de�ned in setion 2.2. To perform this derivation, we need a parsingalgorithm that an map a dependeny graph into a sequene of transitions
S = (t1, . . . , tm) during learning time by using the gold standard. Eahnondeterministi transition ti will be passed on to the Guide as an exampleof a orret transition. During parsing time, the parsing algorithm onstrutsa dependeny graph by asking the Guide for eah nondeterministi transition
ti. Moreover, one of the main ideas of the Parser omponent is that it shouldbe apable of inorporating several parsing algorithms, and allow the userof the system to hoose a suitable algorithm for a spei� purpose. Not allparsing algorithms are appliable for this arhiteture and therefore we needto de�ne the restritions that the parsing algorithm must ful�ll:1. It must be able to use parser on�gurations c = (σ, τ, υ, h, d) of theform de�ned in De�nition 2.4 for eah sentene x.2. It must only assign a dependeny relation between the token on top ofthe stak σ and the next input token in the list τ .3. It must be deterministi, in the sense that it always derives a singleanalysis for eah sentene x. However, the algorithm an be nondeter-ministi in its individual hoie points suh as adding a dependeny arbetween two tokens or shifting a new token onto its stak. This impliesthat the algorithm must be able to break down the parsing probleminto a sequene of transitions S = (t1, . . . , tm).4. It must be possible to de�ne an orale given a treebank Tt = (x1, . . . , xn)in the learning phase. In this way, the algorithm derives the orrettransition at all nondeterministi hoie points using the orale fun-tion. This funtion de�nes the mapping between the dependeny graph

G and the transition sequenes S suh that S uniquely determines thedependeny graph G.5. It must de�ne a set of permissible transitions for eah on�guration cand hek that it does not perform an illegal transition. For example,if the stak σ is empty then it is not possible to pop the stak. Toomply with the requirement of robustness, it must therefore providea default transition aording to the urrent state of the system if anillegal transition is proposed by the guide. 27
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Chapter 3. MaltParser3.1.2 GuideThe Guide is responsible for onstruting a set of training instanes I for alearner subomponent during the learning phase, and for passing a learner'spreditions to the Parser during the parsing phase.At learning time, the Guide onstruts one training instane Φ((Hi, x), ti)for eah transition ti passed from the Parser, where Φ(Hi, x) is the urrentvetor of feature values (given the feature model Φ and the urrent state of thesystem) and passes this on to a learner. At parsing time, the Guide onstrutsa feature vetor Φ(Hi, x) for eah request from the Parser, sends it to a learnerand passes on the predited transition ti from a learner to the Parser. In thisway, the feature model is ompletely separated from the Parser, and theurrently used learner only has to learn a mapping from feature vetors totransitions, without knowing either how the features are extrated or howthe transitions are to be used. Moreover, the feature extration is performedin exatly the same way during both learning and parsing.The feature extration uses the feature model Φ, whih is de�ned in termsof a feature vetor (φ1, . . . , φp), where eah feature φi is a funtion, de�nedin terms of three simpler funtions: an address funtion aφi
, whih identi�esa spei� token in a given parser on�guration, an attribute funtion fφi

,whih piks out a spei� attribute of the token, and a mapping funtion
mφi

, whih de�nes equivalene lasses of attribute values.1. For every i, i ≥ 0, σ[i], τ [i] and υ[i] are address funtions identifyingthe i+1th token from the top of the stak σ, the start of the input list
τ , and the top of the stak υ, respetively. (Hene, σ[0] is the top ofthe stak, τ [0] is the next input token and υ[0] is the top of the ontextstak.)2. If α is an address funtion, then l(α) and r(α) are address funtions,identifying the left and right string neighbors, respetively, of the tokenidenti�ed by α.3. If α is an address funtion, then h(α), lc(α), rc(α), ls(α) and rs(α)are address funtions, identifying the head (h), the leftmost hild (lc),the rightmost hild (rc), the next left sibling (ls) and the next rightsibling (rs), respetively, of the token identi�ed by α (aording to thepartially built dependeny graph G).4. If α is an address funtion, then f(α) feature funtions, identifying apartiular attribute of the token identi�ed by α. The part-of-speeh(p), word form (w) and dependeny type (d) are example of attributeswhih an be identi�ed (where the dependeny type, if any, is given by28
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3.1. Arhiteturethe partially built dependeny graph G). We all p, w and d attributefuntions. It is possible to extend with more attribute funtions if thereare more attributes available in the data.5. If f(α) is a feature funtion, then m(f(α)) is a feature funtion if m isa mapping from the range of f to some new value set. For example, amapping funtion an be used to restrit the value of a lexial featureto the last n haraters of the word form.Given this feature model Φ(Hi, x), the Guide will extrat a feature vetor
(v1, . . . , vp) and passes this to the learner, where vj is the extrated value forthe orresponding feature φj . During learning it also provides the transition
ti; during parsing it instead requests ti given the feature vetor (v1, . . . , vp).A learner subomponent, �nally, is responsible for induing a lassi�er gfrom the set of training instanes I by using a learner L. The learned funtion
g is an approximation of the true orale o. The set of possible transitions isdisrete and �nite, and therefore we an view this as a lassi�ation problem.The lassi�er g is used to predit a transition given a parser state duringthe parsing phase. In pratie, a learner will normally be an interfae toa standard mahine learning pakage. A learner must meet the followingrequirements:1. It must at learning time be able to indue a model that is stored sothat it an be loaded when needed for parsing new data, given a set oftraining instanes I.2. It must be able to reate a model based on only the training instanes;no bakground knowledge is allowed.3. It must be apable at parsing time to disriminate between several pos-sible transitions so that it returns at most one transition (disambigua-tion) and be robust in the sense that it always returns at least onetransition (robustness), although the parser may use a default transi-tion if the learner fails.The �rst two requirements exlude learning systems that annot store itsmodel o�ine and systems that depend on bakground knowledge, for ex-ample, knowledge about a spei� language. The third requirement ensuresthat the learner omplies with the deterministi approah to parsing. Thisentails that disriminative learning algorithms are well-suited for this kind oflassi�ation task. 29
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Chapter 3. MaltParser3.2 ImplementationThe arhiteture desribed in setion 3.1 has been realized in the MaltParsersystem, whih an be applied to a labeled dependeny treebank in order toindue a labeled dependeny parser for the language represented by the tree-bank. MaltParser is freely available for researh and eduational purposes.1The software is terminal-based and is ontrolled by an option �le or by sup-plying it with appropriate parameters using ommand line �ags. The latteroverride any settings inluded in the option �le. MaltParser is primarilywritten in the programming language C with a few parts written in C++.The system an be run in two basi modes, the learning mode Learn andthe parsing mode Parse. The following algorithm desribes the main-loopof MaltParser:MaltParser(T = (x1, . . . , xn), Z = (z1, . . . , zm))1 Initialize(Z)2 while T not empty3 x← GetNextSentene(T )4 y ← Parse(x)5 OutputAnalysis(x, y)7 Terminate(Z)The algorithm above is a little bit simpli�ed, and aptures only the importantaspets. MaltParser takes a text T = (x1, . . . , xn) and a set of settings
Z = (z1, . . . , zm). The text T must be sentene segmented, tokenized andpart-of-speeh tagged; when running in the Learn mode it must also besyntatially annotated with dependeny graphs. The elements of Z arefeature-value pairs zi = (fi, vi). For example, (Learner,SVM) means thatthe learner or lassi�er type used is SVM. Note that the main-loop is thesame for the Learn and the Parse modes.The funtion Initialize initializes all omponents aording to the set-tings Z. Every sentene in T is read from a �le into a bu�er x by the funtionGetNextSentene. The omplex data struture bu�er ontains a list of ntokens, where eah token has attributes suh as word form, part-of-speeh,head and dependeny type. Eah sentene is parsed by the funtion Parse,whih assigns an analysis y to the sentene x by updating the head and de-pendeny type attributes for eah word in the bu�er. The invoation of thefuntion Parse is the same as telling the Parser omponent to begin parsingthe sentene (and derive training instanes in the Learn mode). The anal-ysis y is output to a �le together with the sentene x. MaltParser ends by1MaltParser an be downloaded from http://www.vxu.se/msi/users/nivre/researh/MaltParser.html.30
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3.2. Implementationalling the funtion Terminate, whih deletes all data strutures aordingto the settings Z.Setion 3.2.2 desribes the two main omponents and their subompo-nents, alled the parser kernel, from the point of view of how they are imple-mented in the MaltParser system, but we begin with a brief overview of theIO omponent in setion 3.2.1.3.2.1 Input and OutputMaltParser takes an input �le in the Malt-TAB format,2 where eah tokenis represented on one line, with attribute values being separated by tabs andeah sentene separated by a blank line. An example of the Malt-TAB formatis shown below for the dependeny graph in Figure 2.1:Cykelreglerna nn.nom 2 SUBgäller vb.fin 0 ROOTokså ab 2 ADVför pp 2 ADVmopedister nn.nom 4 PR. mad 2 IPThe �rst two olumns (word form and part-of-speeh) are required both dur-ing learning and parsing. The last two olumns (head and dependeny type)are only required during learning. The head is an index to the impliit po-sition of the head in the sentene. For example, the token Cykelreglerna hasthe index 1 and its head gäller has the index 2. The part-of-speeh anddependeny type are mapped to integer values and eah part-of-speeh anddependeny type has its unique integer value. When the Parser omponenthas proessed the sentene, the analysis and the sentene are written to a�le in the Malt-TAB format or the Malt-XML format. The latter is an XMLversion of the Malt-TAB format.3.2.2 Parser KernelFigures 3.2 and 3.3 illustrate the parser kernel at parsing and learning time.The MaltParser algorithm invokes the Parser omponent by using thefuntion Parse. Furthermore, we an also see the ommuniation betweenthe two main omponents Parser and Guide. In addition to the funtionsInitialize and Terminate, there are three funtions. The Reset funtion2The guidelines for the Malt-TAB format an be found at this web page:http://www.vxu.se/msi/users/nivre/researh/MaltXML.html. MaltParser version 0.4 alsosupport the format of the CoNLL-X shared task, but this format will not be desribed inthis thesis. 31
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3.2. Implementation
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Li, whih derives the transition using a lassi�er g. At learning time, theonly di�erene at this level of abstration is that the Parser instead invokesthe Instane funtion, whih adds the training instane to the sequene oftraining instanes.3.2.3 ParserThe Parser omponent is invoked by the MaltParser funtion to parse asentene. It has aess to the bu�er where all token nodes are stored with alltheir attributes. In addition, it needs a stak σ, a list τ and a ontext stak
υ, whih ontain integer values pointing to token nodes in the bu�er. Beforeparsing the sentene x it resets its data strutures: σ = ǫ, τ = (1, . . . , n) and
υ = ǫ.3Figure 3.4 shows the Parser omponent at parsing time when it is invokedby MaltParser funtion, using the funtion Parse(x), to parse a sentene
x. The Parser delegates the invoation to the parsing algorithm Pi usingthe funtion Parsei(x), whih parses the sentene aording to the parsingalgorithm Pi.3The ontext stak υ is only used in ombination with Covington's algorithm. 33
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3.2. ImplementationDefaultTransitioni() for the two versions. Orale-NivreArEagerfor the ar-eager version is de�ned by Nivre (2006):Orale-NivreArEager(c = (σ|i, j|τ, υ, h, d), hg, dg)1 if hg(i) = j2 return Left-Ar(dg(i))3 else if hg(j) = i4 return Right-Ar(dg(j))5 else if ∃k ∈ σ (hg(j) = k or hg(k) = j)6 return Redue7 else8 return ShiftWe need to distinguish between a head funtion h and a gold standard headfuntion hg. The �rst head funtion h uses the head from the partiallybuilt struture and the gold standard head funtion hg takes the head froma treebank. The same goes for the dependeny funtion d, where the goldstandard dependeny funtion dg use the dependeny type in the treebank.The returned transition is the same as the transition de�ned by the transitionsystem for the ar-eager version. If there exists an ar between the token ontop of the stak i and the next input token j, aording to the gold standard,the orret transition is either Left-Ar or Right-Ar. Both transitionshave a orret dependeny type dg aording to the gold standard. If there isno ar between those two nodes, the transition is either Redue or Shift. If
j is linked to a token to the left of i the Redue transition is used, otherwisethe Shift transition is used.The funtion Permissible-NivreArEager is used to determine if atransition t is allowed or not:Permissible-NivreArEager(c = (σ|i, j|τ, υ, h, d), t)1 if t = Left-Ar and d(i) 6= r02 return false3 else if t = Redue and d(i) = r04 return false5 else4 return trueThe two following funtionsOrale-NivreArStandard andPermissible-NivreArStandard de�ne the orale and permissible funtions for the ar-standard version: 35
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Chapter 3. MaltParserOrale-NivreArStandard(c = (σ|i, j|τ, υ, h, d), hg, dg)1 if hg(σ[i]) = τ [j]2 return Left-Ar(dg(σ[i]))3 else if hg(τ [j]) = σ[i]4 return Right-Ar(dg(τ [i]))5 else6 return ShiftPermissible-NivreArStandard(c = (σ|i, j|τ, υ, h, d), t)1 if t = Left-Ar and d(i) 6= r02 return false3 else4 return trueThe default transition for both versions is the Shift transition, i.e., if thetransition proposed by the guide during parsing is not permissible, then theShift is used instead.Implementation of Covington's algorithm The Parsei(x) funtionfor Covington's algorithm is de�ned in setion 2.3.1 together with the transi-tion system (projetive), implemented in DoTransitioni(c, t). This thesiswill only desribe the Projetive graph ondition, beause we only use thisversion in the experiments. The Orale-Covington funtion derives theorret transition in the following way:Orale-Covington(c = (σ|i, j|τ, υ, h, d), hg, dg)1 if hg(i) = j2 return Left-Ar(dg(i))3 else if hg(j) = i4 return Right-Ar(dg(j))5 else6 returnRedueCovington's orale funtion only derives three transitions beause the Shifttransition is performed impliitly by the algorithm. The Redue transitionis the default transition of Covington's algorithm, sine there is no Shifttransition. Permissibility is heked by:Permissible-Covington(c = (σ|i, j|τ, υ, h, d), t)1 if t = Left-Ar and d(i) 6= r02 return false3 else if t = Right-Ar and d(j) 6= r04 return false5 else6 return true36
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3.2. Implementation<fspe> ::= <feat>+<feat> ::= <lfeat>|<nlfeat><lfeat> ::= LEX\t<dstru>\t<off>\t<suff>\n<nlfeat> ::= (POS|DEP)\t<dstru>\t<off>\n<dstru> ::= (STACK|INPUT|CONTEXT)<off> ::= <nnint>\t<int>\t<nnint>\t<int>\t<int><suff> ::= <nnint><int> ::= (...|-2|-1|0|1|2|...)<nnint> ::= (0|1|2|...)Figure 3.6: The syntax for de�ning a feature model in an external featurespei�ation.The Parser omponent interats with the Guide omponent by using thefuntions Instane and Predit, and the next setion 3.2.4 desribes howthis interation is performed from the Guide's point of view.3.2.4 GuideThe main tasks of the Guide omponent is to indue a transition by usinga lassi�er during parsing (the Predit funtion) and to provide a learnerwith training instanes during learning (the Instane funtion). Moreover,the Guide is also responsible for extrating the feature values that orrespondto the spei�ed feature model.The MaltParser system omes with a formal spei�ation language forfeature funtions, whih enables the user to de�ne arbitrarily omplex fea-ture models in terms of address funtions, attribute funtions and mappingfuntions (see setion 3.1.2). Eah feature model is de�ned in a feature spe-i�ation �le, whih allows users to de�ne feature models without rebuildingthe system.The feature spei�ation uses the syntax desribed in Figure 3.6. Eahfeature is spei�ed on a single line, onsisting of at least two tab-separatedolumns. Below follows a desription of eah olumn:1. The �rst olumn de�nes the feature type to be part-of-speeh (POS),dependeny (DEP) or word form (LEX), orresponding to the attributefuntions p, d and w in setion 3.1.44With the CoNLL-X shared task format it is possible to de�ne three additional featuretypes: lemma (LEMMA), part-of-speeh of a oarse-grained tagset (CPOS), syntati and/ormorphologial features (FEATS). 37
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Chapter 3. MaltParser2. The seond olumn identi�es one of the main data strutures in theparser on�guration: STACK (orresponding to σ), INPUT (orrespond-ing to τ) or CONTEXT (orresponding to υ). The third alternative,CONTEXT, is relevant only together with Covington's algorithm in non-projetive mode.3. The third olumn de�nes a list o�set i whih an only be positive andwhih identi�es the i+1th token in the list/stak spei�ed in the seondolumn (i.e. σ[i], τ [i] or υ[i]).4. The fourth olumn de�nes a linear o�set i, whih an be positive (for-ward/right) or negative (bakward/left) and whih refers to (relative)token positions in the original input string.5. The �fth olumn de�nes an o�set i in terms of the funtion h (head),whih has to be non-negative and whih spei�es i appliations of the
h funtion to the token identi�ed through preeding o�sets.6. The sixth olumn de�nes an o�set i in terms of the funtions lc (theleftmost hild) or rc (the rightmost hild), whih an be negative (|i|appliations of lc), positive (i appliations of rc), or zero (no applia-tions).7. The seventh olumn de�nes an o�set i in terms of the funtions ls (thenext left sibling) or rs (the next right sibling), whih an be nega-tive (|i| appliations of ls), positive (i appliations of rs), or zero (noappliations).8. If the �rst olumn spei�es the attribute funtion w (LEX), the eightholumn de�nes a mapping funtion whih spei�es a su�x of length nof the word form w. By onvention, if n = 0, the entire word formis inluded; otherwise only the n last haraters are inluded in thefeature value.Let us onsider an example:POS STACK 0 0 0 0 0POS INPUT 0 0 0 0 0POS INPUT 1 0 0 0 0DEP STACK 0 0 0 0 0LEX INPUT 1 0 0 0 0 0The �rst three feature are part-of-speeh features; the �rst is the topmosttoken on the stak, p(σ[0]), and the other two are p(τ [0]) and p(τ [1]). Thefeature de�ned on the fourth line is the dependeny type of the token loated38
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3.2. Implementation
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Chapter 3. MaltParser
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3.2. Implementationappropriate funtions to learn a model or predit a transition. MaltParseromes with two di�erent learning algorithms:
• TiMBL (Tilburg Memory-Based Learner) is a software pakage formemory-based learning and lassi�ation (Daelemans and Van den Bosh2005), whih diretly handles multi-valued symboli features.
• LIBSVM library (Chang and Lin 2001) is a software library for SVMlassi�ation, whih is able to handle multi-lass lassi�ation.Both TiMBL and LIBSVM have a wide variety of parameters, whih anbe tuned for a spei� learning task.TiMBL interfae The TiMBL interfae interats with the TiMBLlearner by invoking funtions spei�ed in an API (Appliation ProgrammingInterfae). MBL is brie�y desribed in setion 2.3.3. The idea during learningis to ollet the values of di�erent features from the training data togetherwith the orret lass aording to the training data. At lassi�ation time itreuses these instanes by �nding similarities and in that way tries to �nd themost appropriate lass. All TiMBL spei� parameters an be used togetherwith MaltParser, whih makes it possible to optimize the model.Using the Swedish sentene shown in Figure 2.1 as training data forNivre's ar-eager algorithm in setion 2.3.1 with the example feature modelexplained in setion 3.2.4, the TiMBL interfae will ollet the followingtraining instanes:nn.nom vb.fin ab ROOT okså LA_SUBvb.fin ab pp ROOT för RA_ADVab pp nn.nom ADV mopedister REvb.fin pp nn.nom ROOT . RA_ADVpp nn.nom mad ADV #null RA_PRnn.nom mad #null PR #null REpp mad #null ADV #null REvb.fin mad #null ROOT #null RA_IPThe �rst three items are the values of the part-of-speeh features p(σ[0]),

p(τ [0]) and p(τ [1]), the fourth item is the value of the dependeny type feature
d(σ[0]), and the �fth item is the value of the lexial feature w(τ [1]). Anull-value is used when there is no value, for example, if the feature p(τ [1])points beyond the last input token of the sentene. The last item is thetransition and if it is Left-Ar (LA) or Right-Ar (RA) the dependenytype is supplied after the undersore sign. Only the transitions marked with41
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Chapter 3. MaltParser
N (nondeterministi) in the example in setion 2.3.1 are used as traininginstanes.When the parser (in learning mode) has proessed all the training data,the learner interfae will invoke the TiMBL learner, whih reates a modelof all the training data. In parsing mode, the learner interfae will invoke theTiMBL learner with the values of the same features. For example, if we havethe same parser on�guration as for the �rst training instane the learner in-terfae will invoke the TiMBL lassi�er with nn.nom vb.fin ab ROOT oksåand hopefully the TiMBL learner will predit the parse ation LA_SUB.LIBSVM interfae We will now ontinue with desribing the LIBSVMinterfae. SVM learning relies on kernel funtions to indue a maximum-margin hyperplane lassi�er at learning time, whih an be used to preditthe next transition at parsing time. A more detailed desription of SVM anbe found in setion 2.3.3.The proess of olleting training instanes is similar to the interfae forthe TiMBL learner, but all feature values and transitions are representedby a numerial value. This entails that all word types must be representedas numerial values and therefore a lexion with all word types with theirorresponding values is reated before any learning takes plae. In parsingmode, the lexion is read before any parsing is done.The LIBSVM library omes with many parameters, but only the pa-rameters used in the experiments are explained. The experiments use thepolynomial kernel K(xi, xj) = (γxT

i xj + r)d, γ > 0, where d, γ and r arekernel parameters. Other parameters that are varied in experiments are thepenalty parameter C, whih de�nes the tradeo� between training error andthe magnitude of the margin, and the termination riterion ǫ, whih deter-mines the tolerane of training errors.In order to redue the training time it is possible to divide the trainingdata into smaller sets, aording to a feature φs in the feature model, example
p(τ [0]), and train one set of lassi�ers for eah smaller set. Similar tehniqueshave previously been used by Yamada and Matsumoto (2003), among others,without signi�ant loss of auray. In order to avoid too small training sets,it is possible to pool together all instanes that have a frequeny below aertain threshold t into a single set. These things are done by the interfae,not by the LIBSVM learner. To handle these things, the interfae is equippedwith three parameters, the �rst parameter S handles the splitting strategies:
• No splitting (ns): There is no division at all, the parser will reate asingle model.
• Head splitting (hs): The training instanes are divided into two sets42
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3.2. Implementationaording to whether the topmost token of the stak has a head or not.
• Feature splitting (fs): The training instanes are divided into smallersets based on a splitting feature φs, whih pool together all instanesthat share the same feature value. The number of training sets are atmost m + 1, where m is the number of distint feature values for thesplitting feature φs. There will also be a speial training set that poolstogether all low frequently values.
• Combined splitting (s): This strategy ombines the head and fea-ture splitting strategy and there will be at most 2(m + 1) data sets.The seond parameter F determines whih feature φs will be used for thesplitting. The feature must be spei�ed in the feature model and it mustalso be a part-of-speeh or dependeny type feature, i.e., splitting on lexialfeatures is not allowed. The order in the feature model is important whenthis parameter used. An integer value is used to point out the feature fora partiular feature type (starting from 0). There are two feature types, Porresponds to POS in the feature spei�ation language and D = DEP. Forexample, if we want to use the seond feature p(τ [0]) or POS INPUT 1 in theexample feature model used above, we speify P1; P beause it is a part-of-speeh feature and 1 beause it is the seond feature of that type (indexingstarting at 0).Finally, there is a parameter T speifying the frequeny threshold t thatdetermines if a ertain feature value should be pooled together with othervalues that our less than t times in the training data.In order to further redue training time, we use Light Weight Proessesor threads, to train SVM models in parallel when the training instanes aredivided into several sets.This arhiteture and its implementation in the MaltParser system isvalidated with three experiments in the hapter 4. We will see if MaltParseran produe labeled dependeny strutures with high auray for severallanguages. We will also investigate if the system is �exible, i.e., if it is possibleto vary parsing algorithm, feature model and learner without rebuilding thesystem. The LIBSVM interfae is also explored with several experiments toinvestigate, for instane, the splitting strategies.

43
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Chapter 4ExperimentsThis hapter ontains a presentation of experiments whih have already beenintrodued in setion 1.1 in relation to validation questions:1. Validation of the implementation: Does MaltParser realize the un-derlying arhiteture, so that it is possible to vary parsing algorithm,feature model and learning method independently? We will investigatethis by varying three parsing algorithms � Nivre's ar-eager, Nivre's ar-standard and Covington's projetive, two feature models � one unlexi-alized and one lexialized, and two learning methods � MBL and SVM.All these ombinations will be applied to three languages � Swedish,English and Chinese.2. Investigation of the SVM interfae: How do the speial propertiesof the SVM interfae a�et parsing auray and time e�ieny? Howan learning and parsing e�ieny be improved without sari�ing a-uray? One of the disadvantages of SVM is that it takes a lot of timeto train a model and also to use this model for predition. The time e�-ieny degrades signi�antly with more training instanes. MaltParseris equipped with mehanisms for dividing the training data into smallersets and training separate lassi�er for eah set. These experiments willexplore the di�erent strategies for dividing the data and whih featuresshould be used.3. Comparison of MBL and SVM: Whih of the learning methods isbest suited for the task of indutive labeled dependeny parsing, tak-ing both parsing auray and time e�ieny into aount? This studyompares MBL and SVM to investigate if there is any di�erene regard-ing parsing auray and time e�ieny. The study is again based onthree languages � Chinese, English, and Swedish � and on �ve di�erentfeature models of varying omplexity, with a separate optimization oflearning algorithm parameters for eah ombination of language andfeature model.The hapter is strutured as follows. Setion 4.1 presents the data sets forthe three languages � Swedish, English and Chinese. Setion 4.2 disusses45
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Chapter 4. Experimentsevaluation metris used in the experiments. The feature models used inexperiments are listed in Setion 4.3. Setions 4.4�4.6 present the resultsfor the three validation questions stated in Setion 1.1 and eah setion isonluded with a disussion.4.1 Data Sets4.1.1 SwedishSweden was one of the pioneers in extending orpora with syntati annota-tion. Talbanken in the 70s (Einarsson 1976a; Einarsson 1976b) and SynTagin the 80s (Järborg 1986) were both based on Swedish data. Unfortunately,there are no ativities for reating a large-sale treebank for Swedish in amodern format. In the absene of Swedish treebanks, we have onverted Tal-banken into a more onvenient format for parsers and treebank tools, whihhas resulted in three versions (Talbanken76, Talbanken03 and Talbanken05).The original annotated orpus, whih we all Talbanken76, is a manuallyannotated orpus of both written and spoken Swedish, reated at Lund Uni-versity in the 1970s. The orpus ontains lose to 320,000 words, and it isdivided into four parts:
• �Professionell prosa� (Professional prose) onsists of material taken fromtextbooks, newspapers and information brohures and omprises about85,000 words.
• �Gymnasistsvenska� (Swedish by senior high shool students) ontainsessays written by senior high shool students on the topi �Familjenoh äktenskapet än en gång� (Family and marriage one again) andomprises about 85,000 words.
• �Samtal oh debatt� (Conversation and debate) onsists of transrip-tions of onversations and debates on di�erent topis and has about75,000 words.
• �Boråsintervjuerna� (The Borås interviews) omprises interviews withdi�erent persons on the topi of immigrants and has about 75,000words.The original annotation sheme of Talbanken76 follows the guidelines of theMAMBA sheme (Teleman 1974), whih onsists of two layers. The lexialanalysis layer, omprising part-of-speeh information and morphologial fea-tures, and the syntati analysis layer, onsisting of grammatial funtions.The goal of the �rst onversion (Talbanken03) was to onvert, with veryhigh auray, the annotated sentenes to projetive dependeny graphs.46
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4.1. Data SetsADV Adverbial modi�erAPP AppositionATT Attribute (adnominal modi�er)CC Coordination (onjuntion or seond onjunt)DET DeterminerID Non-�rst element of multi-word expression (idiom)IM In�nitive dependent on in�nitive markerINF In�nitival omplementIP PuntuationOBJ ObjetPR Complement of prepositionPRD Prediative omplementROOT Dependent of speial root nodeSUB SubjetUK Head verb of subordinate lause dependent on omplementizerVC Verb hain (non�nite verb dependent on other verb)XX Unlassi�able dependentTable 4.1: Dependeny types in Swedish treebankOnly the professional prose part was inluded in the onversion proess andalso the original �ne-grained lassi�ation of grammatial funtions was re-dued into a set of 17 dependeny types, whih are listed in Figure 4.1.We have retagged the onverted treebank with an HMM-based part-of-speeh tagger with su�x smoothing (Hall 2003). The part-of-speeh taggerwas trained on the Stokholm Umeå Corpus (Ejerhed and Källgren 1997),with a tagset ontaining 150 tags, and has an estimated auray of 95.1%.We have used a pseudo-randomized method, dividing the data into 10 setionsof equal size, where sentene i is alloated to setion i mod 10. We have usedsetions 1�9 for 9-fold ross-validation during development and setion 0 for�nal evaluation. Di�erent harateristis of data splits are presented in table4.2.In the seond onversion (Talbanken05), all four parts of the originalorpus were onverted into two phrase struture versions enoded in TIGER-XML and one dependeny struture version enoded in Malt-XML (Nilssonet al. 2005; Nivre et al. 2006). The work on these onversions was parallel tothe work on this thesis and therefore all presented results are obtained usingTalbanken03. 47
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Chapter 4. ExperimentsTable 4.2: The professional prose setion of Talbanken is divided into10 setions. Setion 0 is saved for the �nal evaluation. Setions 1-9 areused for 9-fold ross validation. #T = Number of tokens, #S = Number ofsentenes, T/S = Average sentene length and #W = Number of distintword forms. Setion #T #S T/S #W0 9841 631 15.60 35011�9 86757 5685 15.26 15277Total 97598 6316 15.45 163454.1.2 EnglishWe use the Wall Street Journal setion of the Penn Treebank (Marus et al.1993) for the English experiments. The treebank uses the Penn Treebank IIannotation sheme (Bies et al. 1995), whih onsists of onstitueny analysisand some funtional annotation.The onstituent struture has been onverted to dependeny strutureusing the head perolation table of Yamada and Matsumoto (2003), whihtransforms the treebank into an unlabeled dependeny struture. Figure 4.1shows the head perolation table presented in Nivre (2006). Every onstituentlabel in the Penn Treebank is listed in the �rst olumn, and for eah labelthe searh diretion is presented in the seond olumn (from the right (R) orfrom the left (L)). A priority list of potential head hild ategories is given inthe third olumn; the vertial bar | means that the ategories have the samepriority. For example, if the onstituent label is NP, the searh starts fromthe right for a hild with POS, NN, NNP, NNPS or NNS. If we �nd a hildwith one of these types, then this hild is hosen as the head; otherwise thesearh proeeds with NX, et. If the searh fails to �nd a hild with a labelin the ordered list, then the rightmost hild is hosen as the head beause ofthe diretion of the searh.We want to perform labeled dependeny parsing and therefore we need toinfer the labels for eah ar in the unlabeled dependeny struture. This taskis not a trivial problem, but Nivre (2006) has used 11 rules based on Collins(1999) rules. We an use the original phrase labels and the parts-of-speehon the lexial level to derive an ar label r for an ar i → j from a loalonstituent, where wi is the head word h of the head hild and wj is thehead word d of a non-head hild. Let M , H and D be the original labels onthe mother node, head hild and hild, respetively, exept that H is TAGif the head hild is labeled with a part-of-speeh tag. Figure 4.2 shows the48
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4.1. Data Sets
NP R POS|NN|NNP|NNPS|NNS NX JJR CD JJ JJS RB QP NPADJP R NNS QP NN $ ADVP JJ VBN VBG ADJP JJR NP JJS DTFW RBR RBS SBAR RBADVP L RB RBR RBS FW ADVP TO CD JJR JJ IN NP JJS NNCONJP L CC RB INFRAG LINTJ RLST L LS :NAC R NN|NNS|NNP|NNPS NP NAC EX $ CD QP PRP VBG JJJJS JJR ADJP FWPP L IN TO VBG VBN RP FWPRN RPRT L RPQP R $ IN NNS NN JJ RB DT CD NCD QP JJR JJSRRC L VP NP ADVP ADJP PPS R TO IN VP S SBAR ADJP UCP NPSBAR R WHNP WHPP WHADVP WHADJP IN DT S SQ SINVSBAR FRAGSBARQ R SQ S SINV SBARQ FRAGSINV R VBZ VBD VBP VB MD VP S SINV ADJP NPSQ R VBZ VBD VBP VB MD VP SQUCP LVP L VBD VBN MD VBZ VB VBG VBP VP ADJP NN NNS NPWHADJP R CC WRB JJ ADJPWHADVP L CC WRBWHNP R WDT WP WP$ WHADJP WHPP WHNPWHPP L IN TO FWNX R POS|NN|NNP|NNPS|NNS NX JJR CD JJ JJS RB QP NPX RFigure 4.1: Head perolation table for the Penn Treebank
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Chapter 4. Experiments
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Figure 4.2: The setup of the loal onstituent for deriving the ar label r.setup of the loal onstituent for deriving the ar label r, where H and D arereursively onneted to the words h and d. Nivre (2006) has formulated aset of rules for hoosing the ar label r, i
r
→ j. In order of desending priority,the rules are as follows:1. If D is a puntuation ategory, r = P.2. If D ontains the funtion tag SBJ, r = SBJ.3. If D ontains the funtion tag PRD, r = PRD.4. If M = VP, H = TAG and D = NP (without any funtion tag), r =OBJ.5. If M = VP, H = TAG and D = VP, r = VC.6. If M = SBAR and D = S, r = SBAR.7. If M = VP, S, SQ, SINV or SBAR, r = VMOD.8. If M = NP, NAC, NX or WHNP, r = NMOD.9. If M = ADJP, ADVP, QP, WHADJP or WHADVP, r = AMOD.10. If M = PP or WHPP, r = PMOD.11. Otherwise, r = DEP.For example, if there is a loal onstituent with a mother node M = VP,whih has a hild D = NP without any funtion tag and a head hild H withan arbitrary part-of-speeh tag (TAG), then we an derive an ar label r =OBJ for the ar i

r
→ j. The set of dependeny types R is listed in Figure 4.3,whih also inludes the speial root label r0 = ROOT.Table 4.4 shows the harateristis for the di�erent splits of data. Setions2�21 are used for training, setion 0 for development testing and setion 23for �nal evaluation. Setions 0 and 23 are part-of-speeh tagged using thesame part-of-speeh tagger as for Swedish, but trained on setion 2�21, andhas an estimated auray of 96.6% for English.50
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4.1. Data Sets
AMOD Modi�er of adjetive or adverb (phrase adverbial)DEP Other dependent (default label)NMOD Modi�er of noun (inluding omplement)OBJ ObjetP PuntuationPMOD Modi�er of preposition (inluding omplement)PRD Prediative omplementROOT Dependent of speial root nodeSBAR Head verb of subordinate lause dependent on omplementizerSUB SubjetVC Verb hain (non�nite verb dependent on other verb)VMOD Modi�er of verb (sentene or verb phrase adverbial)Table 4.3: Inferred dependeny types for Penn Treebank both for Englishand Chinese

Table 4.4: The Wall Street Journal setion of the Penn Treebankis divided into three parts (training, devtest and etest). #T = Number oftokens, #S = Number of sentenes, T/S = Average sentene length and #W= Number of distint word forms.Setion #T #S T/S #Wtraining (2�21) 950028 39832 23.85 44389devtest (0) 46451 1921 24.18 7903etest (23) 56684 2416 23.46 8421Total 1053163 44169 23.84 46759
51
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Chapter 4. Experiments4.1.3 ChineseThe Chinese data are taken from the Penn Chinese Treebank (CTB), version5.1 (Xue et al. 2002; Xue et al. 2004), and the texts are mostly from Xinhuanewswire, Sinorama news magazine and Hong Kong News. The annotationof CTB is based on a ombination of onstituent struture and grammatialfuntions suh as subjet, objet, et.CTB has been onverted into dependeny struture in the same way as thedata for English, with a head perolation table reated by a native speakerfor the purpose of mahine translation. Table 4.5 shows the head perolationtable used for transforming CTB into dependeny struture. The format isslightly di�erent from the one used for English. The �rst olumn spei�esall the onstituent labels in the CTB. For eah label there are ordered listsof potential head hild ategories, separated by semi-olons. The lists areshown in the seond olumn and eah list begins with a diretion of searh(from the right to left (r) or from the left to right (l)) and ontinues withpotential head hild ategories. If the searh annot �nd a head in the lists,the third olumn is used to determine if the rightmost hild (r) or leftmosthild (l) should be used as a head. For example, for the onstituent labelADJP, we start searhing from the right for a hild of type ADJP or JJ. The�rst hild mathing this ondition is hosen as the head. If there is no math,we ontinue with the next list. If a hild of type AD, NN or CS annot befound, we use the rightmost hild as the head.The ar labels are derived in the same way as for English, exept thatanother set of rules is used. We also use the same set of dependeny types
R listed in Figure 4.3. In order of desending priority, the Chinese labelingrules are as follows:1. If D is a puntuation ategory, r = P.2. If D ontains the funtion tag SBJ, r = SBJ.3. If D ontains the funtion tag PRD, r = PRD.4. If M = VP, H = TAG and D = NP-OBJ, r = OBJ.5. If M = VP, H = TAG and D = VP, r = VC.6. If M = VCD, VCP, VRD or VSB, r = VC.7. If M = VNV or VPT, H = TAG, r = VC.8. If M = CP and D = IP, r = SBAR.9. If M = VP, IP, SQ, SINV or CPQ, r = VMOD.10. If M = NP, NAC, NX or WHNP, r = NMOD.11. If M = ADJP, ADVP, QP, WHADJP or WHADVP, r = AMOD.12. If M = PP or WHPP, r = PMOD.52
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4.1. Data SetsADJP r ADJP JJ; r AD NN CS rADVP r ADVP AD rCLP r CLP M rCP r DEC SP; l ADVP CS; r CP IP rDNP r DNP DEG; r DEC rDP l DP DT lDVP r DVP DEV rFRAG r VV NR NN rINTJ r INTJ IJ rIP r IP VP; r VV rLCP r LCP LC rLST l LST CD OD lNP r NP NN NT NR QP rPP l PP P lPRN r NP IP VP NT NR NN rQP r QP CLP CD OD rUCP rVCD r VCD VV VA VC VE rVCP r VCP VV VA VC VE rVNV r VNV VV VA VC VE rVP l VP VA VC VE VV BA LB VCD VSB VRD VNV VCP lVPT r VNV VV VA VC VE rVRD r VRD VV VA VC VE rVSB r VSB VV VA VC VE rWHNP r WHNP NP NN NT NR QP rWHPP l WHPP PP P lTable 4.5: Head perolation table for the Penn Chinese TreebankTable 4.6: The Penn Chinese Treebank is divided into three parts (train-ing, devtest and etest). #T = Number of tokens, #S = Number of sentenes,T/S = Average sentene length and #W = Number of distint word forms.Setion #T #S T/S #Wtraining (1-8) 408740 15044 27.17 33556devtest (9) 50243 1880 26.73 10404etest (0) 49781 1880 26.48 10301Total 508764 18804 27.06 37449 53
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Chapter 4. Experiments13. Otherwise, r = DEP.One often underestimated parameter in the evaluation of parsing auray isthe division of data into training, development and evaluation set. Levy andManning (2003) report di�erenes of up to 10 perentage points in parsingauray for di�erent splits of CTB 2.0. All �les in CTB 5.1 were merged intoa large data set by onatenating the �les in lexial order. We have used thesame kind of pseudo-randomized data split as for Swedish, and the treebankis divided into three setions (training, devtest and etest). Charateristisare presented in table 4.6. The setion etest is saved for the �nal evaluation;training is used for training the parser with setion devtest used for tuningthe settings and parameters.Written Chinese does not have a natural delimiter between words, whihmeans that the text needs a more omplex automati word-segmenter, om-pared to, for instane, English. Part-of-speeh tagging is also harder thanfor standard European languages. Therefore, most parsing results for Chi-nese reported in the literature are based on gold standard segmentation andtagging. This is true also for the results presented in this thesis.4.2 Evaluation MetrisIn Setion 2.1 we de�ned four requirements: robustness, disambiguation, a-uray and e�ieny. The �rst two requirements are built into the system,sine the parser will always produe exatly one analysis. The data stru-tures are limited to handling only one analysis and in the worst ase senario,the parser will reate a graph that has all tokens attahed to the speial rootnode. In pratie it is impossible to ful�l the auray requirement. Insteadwe will use this to evaluate the system. It is interesting to see how often theparser parses a sentene ompletely orretly (exat math), but this mea-sure is quite hard. It is therefore ommon to measure the auray based onhow often a token is orretly parsed (attahment sore). We will use fourauray metris de�ned as follows:1. Unlabeled attahment sore (ASU ) is the proportion of tokens thatare assigned the orret head (regardless of dependeny type).2. Labeled attahment sore (ASL) is the proportion of tokens thatare assigned the orret head and the orret dependeny type.3. Unlabeled exat math (EMU ) is the proportion of sentenes thatare assigned a ompletely orret dependeny graph without onsider-ing dependeny type labels.54
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4.2. Evaluation MetrisTable 4.7: Five feature models used in the experimentsFeature Φ1 Φ2 Φ3 Φ4 Φ5

p(σ0) + + + + +
p(τ0) + + + + +
p(τ1) + + + + +
p(τ2) + +
p(τ3) + +
p(σ1) +
d(σ0) + + + +
d(lc(σ0)) + + + +
d(rc(σ0)) + + + +
d(lc(τ0)) + + + +
w(σ0) + + +
w(τ0) + + +
w(τ1) +
w(h(σ0)) +4. Labeled exat math (EML) is the proportion of sentenes that areassigned a ompletely orret dependeny graph, whih also takes de-pendeny type labels into aount.Another ommon proedure is that attahment sores are presented as meansores per token, and puntuation tokens are exluded from all ounts. Forthe third experiment in setion 4.6 we have performed a MNemar test ofsigni�ane at α = 0.01.The last requirement e�ieny is ful�lled as far as the parsing algorithmsonerned; all algorithms used have a polynomial omplexity of at most de-gree 2. The omplexity does not say anything about the lassi�ation task,whih is onsidered as a onstant fator. Therefore we will for some experi-ments measure the time it takes to learn a model or parse unseen data:1. Learning time (LT) is the time it takes to train a model on hardwaresystem H given a training sample Tt, parsing algorithm Pi, featuremodel Φ, learner Li and learner parameter settings Lp.2. Parsing time (PT) is the time it takes to parse an evaluation sample

Te on hardware system H using parsing algorithm Pi, feature model Φ,learner Li and learner parameter settings Lp.All experiments are performed on an AMD 64-bit proessor running Linux.55
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Chapter 4. ExperimentsTable 4.8: The baseline parsing aurayLanguage Left RightASU ASL ASU ASLSwedish 21.5 3.4 35.8 5.2English 29.3 19.8 19.7 5.9Chinese 38.3 17.4 7.9 0.34.3 Feature ModelsTable 4.7 desribes the �ve feature models Φ1�Φ5 used in the experiments,with features spei�ed in olumn 1 using the funtional notation de�ned inSetion 3.1.2. Thus, p(σ0) refers to the part-of-speeh of the top token, while
d(lc(τ0)) piks out the dependeny type of the leftmost hild of the nexttoken. It is worth noting that models Φ1�Φ2 are unlexialized, sine theydo not ontain any features of the form w(α), while models Φ3�Φ5 are alllexialized to di�erent degrees. Nivre (2006) has performed extensive featureseletion experiments for MBL and with data from Swedish and English,and the best feature model in these experiments was the feature model Φ5.These features have also been used in several experiments before and havegiven reasonable auray for several languages (Nivre and Hall 2005).4.4 Experiment I: ValidationThe implementation of the MaltParser system, desribed in setion 3.2, hasto be validated in some way. The system should produe well-formed depen-deny graphs with fairly high auray, but how do we de�ne suess for thistask? One way of de�ning suess is to ompare the results with a baseline.We ould use a randomized transition sequene as baseline and then measurethe auray, but a randomized baseline would probably perform very badly.We will therefore use a baseline that uses left or right branhing, i.e., thatlinks eah node to its suessor or predeessor in the input string. Table 4.8shows the auray for this baseline for the three languages both with leftand right branhing.Another way to validate the performane of the system is to hek whetherthe output omplies with the onditions of well-formedness. For example, allsentenes in the output should be assigned projetive dependeny graphs.Flexibility is another requirement on the implementation. It should bepossible to vary learning method, feature model and parsing algorithm inde-56
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4.4. Experiment I: Validationpendently of eah other without rebuilding the system.4.4.1 Experimental SetupThis experiment heks whether the MaltParser system meets the require-ments of the arhiteture and whether it is possible to vary the learningmethod, the feature model and the parsing algorithm independently. We usethe following setup:
• Data from three di�erent languages � Chinese, English, and Swedish
• Two learning methods � MBL and SVM
• Two feature models � Φ2 and Φ5 (see table 4.7)
• Three parsing algorithms � Nivre's ar-eager, Nivre's ar-standard andCovington's projetiveThe parameter settings for both learners are kept onstant for all runs inthis experiment. We use the same settings for the TiMBL learner thatNivre (2006) used in the �nal evaluation for Swedish, where the number ofnearest neighbors is set to k = 5 and the Modi�ed Value Di�erene Met-ri (MVDM) is used to ompute distanes between feature values. Inversedistane-weighted lass voting (ID) is used to determine the majority lass.MVDM is used down to l = 3; below that threshold the simple Overlapmetri is used.The parameter settings of the LIBSVM learner are also kept onstantthroughout all experiments. We use a polynomial kernel of degree 2 with thekernel parameters γ = 0.2 and r = 0. The default settings are used for thepenalty parameter C = 1. The termination riterion e is assigned the high-est possible value 1, whih usually dereases the learning time dramatiallyompared to the default setting 0.001. The training instanes for the SVMlearner are divided based on the feature p(τ0).The experiments for Swedish are onduted using nine-fold ross-validationand for Chinese and English the development test set is used.14.4.2 Results and DisussionTable 4.9 shows the parsing auray for all runs in this experiment. Only theattahment sores (both unlabeled and labeled) are presented in the table,beause we are mainly interested in validating that the implementation meetsthe requirements of the arhiteture.If we ompare the baseline with the results in table 4.9, we an see thatthe attahment sores are signi�antly better for all feature models and all1The �nal evaluation sets and signi�ane tests are saved for the experiment desribedin Setion 4.6. 57
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Chapter 4. ExperimentsTable 4.9: Parsing auray for three parsing algorithms, two feature models(FM), two learning methods (LM). The auray is measured by the attah-ment sore (AS) metris; U: unlabeled, L: labeled.FM Algorithm LM Swedish English ChineseASU ASL ASU ASL ASU ASLAr eager MBL 81.9 74.8 81.5 78.5 72.9 70.5SVM 82.3 75.5 81.7 78.7 73.2 70.9
Φ2 Ar standard MBL 77.9 70.5 79.6 76.7 73.3 71.0SVM 77.8 70.9 79.6 76.7 73.6 71.4Covington MBL 80.5 73.5 80.9 78.0 73.0 70.6SVM 80.8 74.3 81.2 78.4 73.3 71.0Ar eager MBL 85.8 81.5 87.6 85.8 80.4 78.6SVM 86.4 82.6 88.9 87.4 83.9 82.4
Φ5 Ar standard MBL 83.2 78.7 87.5 85.7 81.6 79.8SVM 84.6 80.5 88.6 87.1 84.2 82.7Covington MBL 83.9 79.7 86.6 84.8 79.9 78.1SVM 85.0 81.5 88.7 87.3 83.9 82.4the languages. This baseline re�ets the fat that dependeny parsing is afairly hard task for a omputer. We have also heked if the well-formednessonditions are met. The parser output for all ombinations is well-formed,i.e., every graph has a root, every graph is weakly onneted, eah node in thegraph has at most one head, every graph is ayli and projetive. With thisbaseline and these well-formedness onditions we an onlude that we havesueeded to build a parser that produes well-formed dependeny graphswith fairly high auray.The experiment should also validate that it is possible to vary parsingalgorithm, feature model and learning method without rebuilding the system.The experiment was performed by using an option �le with all neessaryoptions and these options were overridden by the ommand line �ags and inthat way the parser was ontrolled for all the runs without rebuilding it.The results are interesting in themselves and the best auray for eahfeature model and for eah language is in boldfae. The lexialized model

Φ5 outperforms the non-lexialized model Φ2 in all ases, and this is notsurprising beause the model Φ5 uses more information to predit the nextparser ation. We will get bak to the omparison of the two learning methodsMBL and SVM in setion 4.6, where we ompare the methods in more detail,but the results presented in table 4.9 indiates that SVM performs better58
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4.5. Experiment II: LIBSVM Interfaethan MBL at least for the lexialized model Φ5. The highest sores areahieved by using Nivre's ar-eager algorithm for Swedish and English, butfor Chinese it is the ar-standard version that performs best.If we look at the results language by language, the Swedish results have anobvious winner with the setup of SVM and Nivre's ar-eager algorithm witha highest sore of 86.4% unlabeled and 82.6% labeled. Nivre's ar-standardalgorithm performs several perentage points lower than the ar-eager forSwedish, but the results for Chinese are the opposite. For Chinese the bestsores are performed using the ar-standard version with ASU = 84.2% andASL = 82.7%. One explanation ould be that the Chinese language hasproperties that are hard to apture using Nivre's ar-eager algorithm. Maybea more areful feature seletion ould eliminate this di�erene, but this hasto be investigated in more detail and is beyond this thesis. The results forEnglish indiate that Nivre's ar-eager algorithm ahieves the highest soresat 88.9% unlabeled and 87.4% labeled. Another interesting observation isthat the projetive version of Covington's algorithm dereases the gap to therespetive winner for eah language by using the SVM learner.4.5 Experiment II: LIBSVM InterfaeAnother interesting aspet to evaluate is the MaltParser spei� settings forthe SVM learner.2 It is possible to redue the learning and parsing time forthe SVM learner by dividing the training instanes into smaller sets based onsome feature φ and/or on whether the top token has a head and train thesesets separately (see setion 2.3.3). A frequeny threshold an be used foravoiding too small training sets, by pooling together all sets below a ertainthreshold t into a single set.4.5.1 Experimental SetupThe investigation of the MaltParser spei� SVM settings onsists of threeexperiments. First, we will examine the four splitting strategies desribed inthe Setion 3.1.2: no splitting (ns), head splitting (hs), feature splitting (fs)and ombined splitting (s).The seond experiment will ompare two features used for splitting thetraining instanes. The two features are the part-of-speeh of the token ontop of the stak (p(σ0)) and of the next input token (p(τ0)). We will �nish upthis setion by experimenting with the frequeny threshold t that determines2We do not mean the LIBSVM parameters, whih are interesting in themselves andwill be explored more in detail in setion 4.6 59
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Chapter 4. ExperimentsTable 4.10: Parsing auray for the four splitting strategies (S) used by theSVM implementation of MaltParser; two feature models (FM); two versionsof Nivre's parsing algorithms (PA), where ar-eager is denoted NE and ar-standard NS. The auray is measured by the attahment sore (AS) metris;U: unlabeled, L: labeled.FM PA S Swedish English ChineseASU ASL ASU ASL ASU ASLNE ns 82.1 75.3 81.4 78.4 73.1 70.8hs 82.0 75.1 81.3 78.2 73.0 70.7
Φ2 fs 82.3 75.5 81.7 78.7 73.2 70.9s 81.9 75.1 81.6 78.7 73.0 70.8NS ns 79.0 71.9 79.7 76.7 73.5 71.2fs 77.8 70.9 79.6 76.7 73.6 71.4NE ns 86.8 83.1 89.2 87.7 83.8 82.3hs 86.4 82.5 89.1 87.5 83.7 82.2
Φ5 fs 86.4 82.6 88.9 87.4 83.9 82.4s 86.1 82.2 88.8 87.3 83.6 82.1NS ns 85.6 81.6 88.6 87.1 84.8 83.2fs 84.6 80.5 88.6 87.1 84.5 83.0if a ertain feature value should be pooled together with others that are belowthe threshold t.All three experiments are performed in ombination with two featuremodels (Φ2 and Φ5) and two parsing algorithms (Nivre's ar-eager and Nivre'sar-standard).4.5.2 Results and DisussionThe attahment sores for the �rst of the three experiments are presented intable 4.10, whih shows the sores for two feature models, Φ2 and Φ5, andfour splitting strategies for the ar-eager algorithm and two strategies for thear-standard algorithm. For the latter it is not possible to divide the databased on whether the top of the stak has a head or not.3 Although the gapbetween the strategies is not that big, the results indiate that the featuresplitting strategy (fs) performs best for the unlexialized model Φ2, whereasno splitting ns is better for the more omplex and lexialized model Φ5.3The top token of the stak will never have a head when using Nivre's ar-standardalgorithm (see setion 2.3.1)60
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4.5. Experiment II: LIBSVM InterfaeTable 4.11: Learning and parsing time for the four splitting strategies (S)used by the SVM implementation of MaltParser; two feature models (FM);two versions of Nivre's parsing algorithms (PA), where ar-eager is denotedNE and ar-standard NS; LT: learning time, PT: parsing timeFM PA S Swedish English ChineseLT PT LT PT LT PTNE ns 12 min 3 min 15 h 1.5 h 3 h 47 minhs 10 min 2 min 10.5 h 1 h 2 h 26 min
Φ2 fs 48 s 12 s 39 min 5 min 25 min 7 mins 41 s 9 s 46 min 3 min 19 min 4 minNS ns 18 min 4 min 21 h 2 h 3,5 h 48 minfs 2 min 22 s 2 h 8 min 46 min 13 minNE ns 42 min 5 min 46 h 2 h 11 h 1 hhs 30 min 3 min 27 h 1 h 6.5 h 46 min
Φ5 fs 2 min 22 s 3 h 9 min 2 h 12 mins 1 min 14 s 2.5 h 4 min 1 h 8 minNS ns 1 h 5 min 62 h 2 h 12 h 1 hfs 3 min 28 s 5 h 9 min 1.5 h 11 minA seond observation is that the gap between fs and ns is more prominentfor Swedish (0.4%) than for the other two languages for the Φ5 model. Prob-ably this an be explained by the fat that there are less data for Swedish.The ar-standard algorithm ontinues to give the best results for the Chinesedata (ASU = 84.8%), but if we turn our attention to the ar-eager versionand the Φ5 model we an see an unexpeted result in that fs is better thanns, although the di�erene is very small.Table 4.11 shows the learning and parsing times for the same experiment.The most e�ient strategy is when the parser ombines the two splittingstrategies hs and fs into s, and this is not surprising beause it gives thesmallest datasets. There is one exeption for the learning time for Englishbut the gap is only 7 minutes. One of the big advantages of dividing the dataaording to the feature values is that it redues both learning and parsingtimes by a fator of 15 for English and Swedish and approximately by a fatorof 6 for Chinese.This experiment shows that splitting the training instanes into di�erentsets and training on these separately redues the learning and parsing timesigni�antly without losing very muh in parsing auray.Table 4.12 presents the results for the seond experiment, whih investi-61
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Chapter 4. ExperimentsTable 4.12: Parsing auray for the two features used for splitting the train-ing instanes; two feature models (FM); two versions of Nivre's parsing al-gorithms (PA), where ar-eager is denoted NE and ar-standard NS. Theauray is measured by the attahment sore (AS) metris; U: unlabeled, L:labeled.FM PA PoS Swedish English ChineseASU ASL ASU ASL ASU ASLNE p(σ0) 82.0 75.1 81.4 78.3 73.1 70.8
Φ2 p(τ0) 82.3 75.5 81.7 78.7 73.2 70.9NS p(σ0) 77.3 70.4 79.6 76.7 73.4 71.1

p(τ0) 77.8 70.9 79.6 76.7 73.6 71.4NE p(σ0) 86.0 82.1 88.5 87.0 83.7 82.2
Φ5 p(τ0) 86.4 82.6 88.9 87.4 83.9 82.4NS p(σ0) 84.6 80.6 88.5 87.0 84.6 83.1

p(τ0) 84.6 80.5 88.6 87.1 84.5 83.0gates the two splitting features p(σ0) and p(τ0) for both versions of Nivre'salgorithm and the two feature models. The overall impression is that it isbetter to divide the training instanes based on the next input token p(τ0),rather than splitting on the token on top of the stak p(σ0), but there aresmall indiations that the opposite is true for Swedish and Chinese using thear-standard algorithm and the lexialized model.In all previous experiments we have used the frequeny threshold t = 1000,whih means that all sets onsisting of less training instanes than 1000 arepooled together into a single model. The last experiment in this setion willvary this threshold for all the three languages and Nivre's ar-eager algorithmand both feature models Φ2 and Φ5. The frequeny threshold parameter twas varied with the following values: 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000 and 1500.Beause of the outome of this experiment there is no table showing theresults. For English and Chinese there was no di�erene at all. There weresmall di�erenes for Swedish. The auray ASU inreases from 86.4% to86.5% using t = 1500 for the lexialized model, but for the unlexializedmodel t = 1000 is still the best result. One ould argue that we shouldnot use this parameter at all, but if there exist feature values in the testdata that have not been seen during training then the parser will not knowhow to predit the next parser ation. This bako� model an handle thesesituations, but another solution ould be to simply provide the parser with adefault transition whih is used when there is no model for the feature value.62
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4.6. Experiment III: Comparison of MBL and SVMTable 4.13: The parameter settings for MBL and SVM used in experimentIII Swedish English ChineseMBL SVM MBL SVM MBL SVM
k l γ C r k l γ C r k l γ C r

Φ1 6 1 .21 1 .6 10 2 .18 1 .3 4 2 .31 .5 .3
Φ2 7 1 .21 1 .6 7 2 .23 1 0 4 2 .24 1 0
Φ3 3 4 .21 1 0 10 3 .23 1 .3 6 5 .21 1 0
Φ4 6 4 .21 .6 .3 6 3 .18 1 .3 10 4 .16 1 0
Φ5 6 4 .40 .7 .3 7 3 .18 .5 .3 6 8 .20 .5 .54.6 Experiment III: Comparison of MBL andSVMThe previous experiments (see setion 4.4.2) indiate that SVM is a betterhoie than MBL, espeially for the feature model Φ5. This setion presentsa more detailed omparison of SVM and MBL using Nivre's ar-eager al-gorithm. When omparing two mahine learning methods it is importantto investigate several feature models and make an extensive parameter opti-mization, as has been shown very learly in reent researh (Daelemans andHoste 2002).Comparative studies of learning algorithms are relatively rare in this on-text. Cheng et al. (2005b) report that SVM outperforms MaxEnt models inChinese dependeny parsing, using the algorithms of Yamada and Matsumoto(2003) and Nivre (2003), while Sagae and Lavie (2005) �nd that SVM givesbetter performane than MBL in a onstitueny-based shift-redue parser forEnglish.4.6.1 Experimental SetupThe omparison involves three languages (Swedish, English and Chinese)and �ve feature models desribed in setion 4.3. We will keep the parsingalgorithm onstant throughout this study, and Nivre's ar-eager algorithmwill be used. As already noted, optimization of learning algorithm parametersis a prerequisite for meaningful omparison of di�erent algorithms, althoughan exhaustive searh of the parameter spae is usually impossible in pratie.For MBL we have used the modi�ed value di�erene metri (MVDM)and lass voting weighted by inverse distane (ID) in all experiments, andperformed a grid searh for the optimal values of the number k of nearest63
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Chapter 4. ExperimentsTable 4.14: Parsing auray on the �nal test set; �ve feature models (FM),two learning methods (LM). The auray is measured by the attahmentsore (AS) metris; U: unlabeled, L: labeled.FM LM Swedish English ChineseASU ASL ASU ASL ASU ASL

Φ1 MBL 75.3 68.7 *76.5 73.7 66.4 63.6SVM 75.4 68.9 76.4 73.6 66.4 63.6
Φ2 MBL 81.9 74.4 81.2 78.2 73.0 70.7SVM *83.1 *76.3 81.3 78.3 *73.2 *71.0
Φ3 MBL 85.9 81.4 85.5 83.7 77.9 76.3SVM 86.2 *82.6 *86.4 *84.8 *79.7 *78.3
Φ4 MBL 86.1 82.1 87.0 85.2 79.4 77.7SVM 86.0 82.2 *88.4 *86.8 *81.7 *80.1
Φ5 MBL 86.6 82.3 88.0 86.2 81.1 79.2SVM 86.9 *83.2 *89.4 *87.9 *84.3 *82.7neighbors and the frequeny threshold l for swithing from MVDM to thesimple Overlap metri (f. setion 2.3.3).The polynomial kernel of degree 2 has been used for all the SVM experi-ments, but the kernel parameters γ and r have been optimized together withthe penalty parameter C and the termination riterion e. The training dataare divided into smaller sets, aording to the part-of-speeh of the next to-ken p(τ0) in the urrent parser on�guration and the frequeny threshold tfor separate lassi�ers is set to 1000 in all the experiments.Table 4.13 shows the optimized value after an extensive searh for eahparameter and for eah ombination. The parameter optimization is done byusing the development set for the English and the Chinese data and by doingthe 9-fold ross validation for Swedish. The optimized values vary a lot andit is hard to draw general onlusions, more than that it is not trivial taskto �nd the optimized values for eah ombination. Although these values areregarded here as optimized values, it is very likely that we ould have foundeven more optimal values if we had ontinued the searh.4.6.2 Results and DisussionTables 4.14 and 4.15 show the parsing auray for the ombination of threelanguages (Swedish, English and Chinese), two learning methods (MBL andSVM) and �ve feature models. For eah ombination we measure the at-tahment sore (table 4.14) and the exat math (table 4.15). A signi�ant64
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4.6. Experiment III: Comparison of MBL and SVMTable 4.15: Parsing auray on the �nal test set; �ve feature models (FM),two learning methods (LM). The auray is measured by the exat mathsore (EM) metris; U: unlabeled, L: labeled.FM LM Swedish English ChineseEMU EML EMU EML EMU EML

Φ1 MBL 16.0 11.4 9.8 7.7 14.3 12.1SVM 16.3 12.1 9.8 7.7 14.2 12.1
Φ2 MBL 31.4 19.8 19.8 14.9 22.6 18.8SVM *34.3 *24.0 19.4 14.9 22.1 18.6
Φ3 MBL 37.9 28.9 26.5 23.7 26.3 23.4SVM 38.7 *32.5 *28.5 *25.9 *30.1 *25.9
Φ4 MBL 37.6 30.1 29.8 26.0 28.0 24.7SVM 37.9 31.2 *33.2 *30.3 *31.0 *27.0
Φ5 MBL 39.9 29.9 32.8 28.4 30.2 25.9SVM 40.7 *33.7 *36.4 *33.1 *34.5 *30.5improvement for one learning method over the other is marked by an asterisk(*).Independently of language and learning method, the most omplex featuremodel Φ5 gives the highest auray aross all metris. Not surprisingly, thelowest auray is obtained with the simplest feature model Φ1. By and large,more omplex feature models give higher auray, with one exeption forSwedish and the feature models Φ3 and Φ4. It is signi�ant in this ontextthat the Swedish data set is the smallest of the three (about 20% of theChinese data set and about 10% of the English one).If we ompare MBL and SVM, we see that SVM outperforms MBL for thethree most omplex models Φ3, Φ4 and Φ5, both for English and Chinese. Theresults for Swedish are less lear, although the labeled auray for Φ3 and Φ5are signi�antly better. For the Φ1 model there is no signi�ant improvementusing SVM. In fat, the small di�erenes found in the ASU sores are to theadvantage of MBL. By ontrast, there is a large gap between MBL and SVMfor the model Φ5 and the languages Chinese and English. For Swedish, thedi�erenes are muh smaller (exept for the EML sore), whih may be dueto the smaller size of the Swedish data set in ombination with the tehniqueof dividing the training data for SVM (f. setion 2.3.3).Another important fator when omparing two learning methods is thee�ieny in terms of time. Table 4.16 reports learning and parsing time forthe three languages and the �ve feature models. The learning time orre-65
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Chapter 4. ExperimentsTable 4.16: Learning and parsing time on the �nal test set; �ve feature models(FM), two learning methods (LM); LT: learning time, PT: parsing timeFM LM Swedish English ChineseLT PT LT PT LT PT
Φ1 MBL 1 s 2 s 16 s 26 s 7 s 8 sSVM 40 s 14 s 1.5 h 14 min 1.5 h 17 min
Φ2 MBL 3 s 5 s 35 s 32 s 13 s 14 sSVM 40 s 13 s 1 h 11 min 1.5 h 15 min
Φ3 MBL 6 s 1 min 1.5 min 9.5 min 46 s 10 minSVM 1 min 15 s 1 h 9 min 2 h 16 min
Φ4 MBL 8 s 2 min 1.5 min 9 min 45 s 12 minSVM 2 min 18 s 2 h 12 min 2.5 h 14 min
Φ5 MBL 10 s 7 min 3 min 41 min 1.5 min 46 minSVM 2 min 25 s 1.5 h 10 min 6 h 24 minlates very well with the omplexity of the feature model and MBL, being alazy learning method, is muh faster than SVM. For the unlexialized fea-ture models Φ1 and Φ2, the parsing time is also onsiderably lower for MBL,espeially for the large data sets (English and Chinese). But as model om-plexity grows, espeially with the addition of lexial features, SVM graduallygains an advantage over MBL with respet to parsing time. This is espeiallystriking for Swedish, where the training data set is onsiderably smaller thanfor the other languages.
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Chapter 5ConlusionIn this �nal hapter we summarize the main ontributions of the thesis andpoint to promising diretions for future work.5.1 Main ResultsWe have designed an arhiteture for indutive labeled dependeny parsingwith a lean separation of parsing algorithms, feature models, and learningmethods, so that these omponents an be varied independently of eah other.Furthermore, the design makes it possible to reuse basi omponents so thatthey an be used in both learning and parsing. In this way we an reduethe amount of ode and possible mistakes aused by having separate ode forboth phases. The Parser omponent is responsible for deriving the synta-ti analysis for eah sentene supported by sub-omponents that implementparsing algorithms. At every nondeterministi hoie point, it asks the Guideomponent at parsing time to predit the next parser ation by looking at theurrent parser state or at learning time to use the urrent parser state andthe derived parser ation to indue a parser model. The Guide is supportedby disriminative learner interfaes that solve the lassi�ation problem atparsing time and indues lassi�ers at learning time.This arhiteture has been realized in the MaltParser system, whih anbe seen as a parser generator tool for labeled dependeny-based parsing.MaltParser is a terminal-based software pakage that is ontrolled eitherby an option �le, by ommand line �ags or by a ombination of the two.The system an indue a parser model for any natural language for a givendependeny-based treebank formatted in Malt-TAB. This parser model train-ed for a spei� language an then be used to parse new unseen text data.Moreover, the system omplies with the proposed arhiteture in that it is�exible and allows the user to speify arbitrary feature models using the fea-ture spei�ation language, and to hoose parsing algorithms and learningmethods by speifying options.In the introdutory hapter, we formulated three validation questions that67
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Chapter 5. Conlusionwe should investigate. The �rst question deals with the implementation ofthe arhiteture and asks whether MaltParser meets the requirements of thearhiteture. After running 36 experiments, with ombinations of two featuremodels, three algorithms, two lassi�ers and three languages, we an see thatall results are above 70% both for unlabeled and labeled attahment sore.The dependeny graphs output by the parser satisfy the four basi onstraintsof well-formedness de�ned in setion 2.2. These results support the onlusionthat we have sueeded in implementing the arhiteture in aordane withthe requirements.The answer to the seond question is that we an onlude that dividingthe training data into smaller sets, aording to the part-of-speeh of thenext token in the urrent parser on�guration, substantially redues boththe learning and parsing time without signi�antly dereasing the parsingauray when using the SVM learner. There is a slight advantage in dividingthe data based on the next token ompared to the top token of the stak.To answer the �nal question we have performed an empirial omparisonof MBL (TiMBL) and SVM (LIBSVM) for deterministi dependeny pars-ing, using treebank data from Swedish, English and Chinese and �ve featuremodels of varying omplexity. The outome shows that SVM gives higherparsing auray for omplex and lexialized feature models for English andChinese, whereas for Swedish there is no signi�ant improvement. The pars-ing e�ieny is slightly better for SVM when using the most omplex model,but for the other models it is the opposite. As expeted, MBL has the fastestlearning times for all models sine it only stores the training data in a suitablerepresentation, whereas SVM generalizes the data into a model.For the lientiate thesis the goal was not to optimize the parser modelfor eah language, whih requires extensive work with feature seletion inombination with parameter optimization. With that in mind, the aim wasnot to reate a state of the art dependeny-based parser. If we anyway om-pare the results to the state of the art in dependeny parsing, we an reportthat for Swedish the attahment sores for model Φ5 and Nivre's ar-eageralgorithm are about .5 (unlabeled) and 1 (labeled) perentage points higherthan the results reported for MBL by Nivre (2006) using an earlier versionof MaltParser. The best results for English, where we also use the model
Φ5 and Nivre's ar-eager algorithm are about 3 perentage points below theresults obtained with the parser of Charniak (2000) but less than 1 per-entage point below the results obtained by Yamada and Matsumoto (2003)with a deterministi SVM-based parser. They are also about 1 perentagepoint better than the results reported for MBL by Nivre (2006). Finally, thehighest auray for Chinese was obtained using the model Φ5 and Nivre'sar-standard algorithm and is very lose to the best reported results (about68
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5.2. Future Work85%) ahieved with a deterministi lassi�er-based approah using SVM andpreproessing to detet root nodes (Cheng et al. 2005a), although these re-sults are not based on exatly the same dependeny onversion and data splitas ours. It is also interesting that the ar-standard algorithm works betterthan ar-eager version, whih is not the ase for Swedish and English. Thishas to be investigated in more detail in future researh.5.2 Future WorkWe an identify several issues that an be further explored for the dotoralthesis. The most important task for future work is to experiment with severalmore languages and to see if the arhiteture is suited for other languages. Itis ruial that we investigate languages of di�erent types. We have ompileda list of four major ategories of future work:1. E�ieny: One interesting fator for indutive labeled dependenyparsing is the e�ieny both during learning and parsing. This is veryimportant, if a parser is to be useful in NLP appliations. One way toinrease the e�ieny is to run more in parallel. For instane, we ouldallow sentenes to be parsed simultaneously beause they are not de-pendent on eah other. Besides that, we ould probably implement theSVM interfae more e�iently by enoding the data in a smarter waywithout dereasing the auray together with new splitting strategies.Furthermore, it ould be interesting to investigate ombinations of twolearning methods suh that the auray is preserved and the e�ienyis inreased, for example, by ombining a Naive-Bayes lassi�er withan SVM lassi�er.2. Optimization: One experiene we have made, when doing all the ex-periments, is that it is a non-trivial problem to �nd the best featuremodel in ombination with the optimal parameters for the lassi�er.Doing a omplete feature and parameter optimization is pratially im-possible. If we ould �nd a good approah to �nding a well adapted fea-ture model together with near optimal parameters in reasonable time,it ould be implemented in an automati feature and parameter opti-mization tool.3. Parsing algorithms: Another interesting fator ould be to investi-gate the parsing algorithms in more detail. For example, why doesNivre's ar-standard algorithm perform better for Chinese, but notfor English and Swedish? By extending the study to other languages,69
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Chapter 5. Conlusionmaybe we ould �nd general properties for a group of languages wherea ertain parsing algorithm is better suited.4. Nondeterminism: Loosening the stritly deterministi approah toparsing may lead to higher auray, sine we ould explore severalanalyses at a more global level.5. Phrase struture: Although dependeny-based representations havegained more interest in reent years, the dominant kind of representa-tion is still based on phrase struture. Therefore, it would be useful ifwe ould �nd a way to onvert the dependeny-based output to phrasestruture with high auray, preferably with a data-driven methodthat is not dependent on expliit rules.Although this list of future work ontains many interesting issues, it is prob-ably too muh to investigate all these in detail for the dotoral thesis. Itis more likely that we will do a small survey and onentrate on the mostpromising ones.
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